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Documentation List
Laws of Florida, 1983, Chapter 83-82
Amending Florida Statutes §415.101
Adult Protective Services Act - Legislative Intent
The legislative intent statement in FS §415.101 (2) was created by this session law. II
was initially codified In the law as FS §827.09(1 ), but the Division of Statutory Revision
editors transferred all of old FS §827.09 to current 415.101 in the 1983 edition of the
Florida Statutes. The law states that this is a "substantial rewording ... " of FS §827 09,
but the 1981 statutes had no legislative intent provision.
The original version of the enacting legislation, Senate Bill (SB) 124 did not contain the
legislative intent provision. This was added by Senate Floor Amendment 1 by the
Senate Committee on Judiciary-Civil on May 25, 1983. This was a "Strike everything
after the enacting and insert... " amendment that appears to replace the old text with the
text of identical bill, Committee Substitute for Senate Bill (CS/SB) 998. Similar House
Bill (HB) 644 also contained the legislative intent provision.
01.

Joint Legislative Management Committee. Division of Legislative Information.
History of Legislation, 1983 Regular Session SB 124 [passed] (p 44), SB 998
[identical] (p. 284); HB 644 [similar] (p. 205); and "Citator" for FS §827.09 (p 88).

02.

SB 124 (1983). (Note: this version only addressed FS §410.11)

03.

Senate. Committee on Judiciary-Criminal. Staff Analysis of SB 124, March 16,
1983, revised April 6, 1983, final update July 27, 1983.

04.

Journal of the Senate, May 25, 1983, pp. 348-351, re: amendment to SB 124.
(Note: this is a "strike everything after the enacting clause... " amendment. The
source of this amendment appears to be identical bill CS/SB 998).

05.

SB 998 (1983) (see section 1 and summary)

06.

Senate. Committee on Health and Rehabilitative Services. Staff Analysis of SB
998, May 10, 1983.

07.

CS/SB 998 (1983) (see section 1)

08.

Senate. Committee on Health and Rehabilitative Services. Staff Analysis of
CS/SB 998, May 17, 1983, revised June 6, 1973.

Documentation List
Laws of Florida, Chapter 83-82
Page Two
09.

FL Dept. of Health and Rehabilitative Services. Bill Analysis of SB 998 (undated}.

10.

HB 644 (1983). (see section 1 and summary)

11.

CS/HB 644 (1983) (see section 1 and summary)

12.

House. Committee on Health and Rehabilitative Services. Analysis of CS/HB
644, April 26, 1983.

13.

Laws of Florida, 1983, Chapter 83-82 In Vol. I, Part 1, pp 274 -282. (See
section 1 and effective date)

14.

Florida Statutes, 1983, §415.101.

Ch.415

PROTECTION FROM ABUSE. NEGLECT. AND EXPLOITATION

F.S. 1983

CHAPTER 415
PROTECTION FROM ABUSE, NEGLECT, AND EXPLOITATION
415 101
415.102
415.103
415.104

415.105
415.106

415.107
415.108
415.109
415.111

415.112
415 501
415 502
415.503
415.504
415.505
415.506
415.507
415.508
415.509
415.51

Protective and supportive services for aged
persons and disabled persons who are
abused, neglected, or exploited; legisla
tive mtent.
Definition s o f terms us ed in ss.
415.101-415.112.
Mandatory reports of abuse, neglect, or ex
ploitation of aged or disabled persons;
mandatory reports of death, abuse regis
try.
Protective investigations of cases of abuse,
neglect, or exploitat10n of aged or dis
abled persons; mvest1gations of mstitu
t10nal abuse, neglect, or exploitation,
transmittal of records to state attorney.
Protective services for aged or disabled
persons.
Cooperat10n by law enforcement and other
agencies with respect to cases of abuse,
neglect, or exploitation of aged or dis•
abled persons; use of county funds; pur•
chase of services.
Confidentiality of reports and records in
cases of abuse, neglect, or exploitation of
aged or disabled persons.
Immunity from liability in cases of abuse,
neglect, or expl01tation of aged or dis•
abled persons.
Abrogat10n of privileged commumcations
in cases involving abuse, neglect, or ex•
ploitation of aged or disabled persons.
Penalties for failing to report or preventing
another person from reporting, or for
disclosing confidential information relat•
ing to, a case of abuse, neglect, or exploi•
tation of an aged or disabled person.
Rule s for implementat ion of ss.
415 101-415.112.
Prevention of abuse and neglect of chil•
dren; state plan.
Comprehensive protective services for
abused or neglected children; legislative
intent.
Definitions of terms used in ss.
415.502-415.514
Mandatory reports of child abuse or ne
glect; mandatory reports of death; abuse
registry.
Child protective investigations; mstitution
al child abuse or neglect investigations.
Taking child into protective custody.
Photographs, medical examinations, and X
rays of abused or neglected child.
Appointment of guardian ad litem for
abused or neglected child.
Responsibilities of public agencies with re
spect to prevention, identificat10n, and
treatment of child abuse and child ne
glect; educational and training programs.
Confidentiality of reports and records in
cases of child abuse or neglect.

415.511
415 512
415.513
415.514
415.601
415 602
415 603
415.605
415.606
415.608

Immunity from liability in cases of child
abuse or neglect.
Abrogat10n of privileged commumcat1ons
m cases involving child abuse or neglect.
Penalties for failing to report or preventing
another person from reporting, or dis
closing confidential information relating
to, a case of child abuse or neglect.
Rul e s for implementation of ss.
415.502-415.514.
Spouse abuse treatment and rehabilitation;
legislative intent.
Definitio n s of terms u sed i n ss.
415.601-415.608.
Duties and functions of the department
with respect to spouse abuse.
Spouse abuse centers.
Referral to spouse abuse centers.
Confidentiality of information received by
department or spouse abuse centers.

415.101 Protective and supportive services
for aged persons and disabled persons who are
abused, neglected, or exploited; legislative in�
tent.-The Legislature recognizes that there are
many persons in this state who, because of age or dis
ability, are in need of protective services. Such ser
vices should allow such an individual the same rights
as other citizens and, at the same time, protect the
individual from abuse, neglect, and exploitation. It is
the intent of the Legislature to provide for the detec
tion and correction of abuse, neglect, and exploita•
tion and to establish a program of protective and
supportive services for all persons in need of them. It
is intended that the mandatory reporting of such
cases will cause the protective services of the state to
be brought to bear in an effort to prevent further
abuse, neglect, and exploitat10n. In 1 taking this ac
tion, the Legislature intends to place the fewest pos
sible restrictions on personal liberty and the exercise
of constitutional rights, consistent with due process
and protection from abuse, neglect, and exploitation.
H11tory,-u 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, ch 73-176, • 1, ch, 77-174, as 3,
5, ch. 79-287, s 15, ch 79-298, s 1, ch 80-293, s 1, ch 83-82
'Note.-The words Mtakmg this action" were substituted by the editors for
the words Mdo1ng so"

415.102 Definitions of terms used in ss,
415.101-415.112.-As used in ss. 415.101-415.112,

the term:
(1) "Abuse" means treatment under which an
aged or disabled person is deprived, or allowed to be
deprived, of necessary treatment, habilitation, care,
sustenance, clothing, shelter, supervision, or Il}edical
services essential to his well-being; is permitted to
live in an environment in which such deprivation or
environment causes, or is likely to cause, impairment
of physical or emotional health; or is subJect to physi
cal or psychological inJury.
(2) "Abused person" means any aged or disabled
person who has been subjected to abuse or whose
condition suggests that he has been abused.
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GENERAL ACTS
RESOLUTIONS AND MEMORIALS
ADOPTED BY THE

EIGHTH LEGISLATURE OF FLORIDA
UNDER THE CONSTITUTION
AS REVISED IN 1968
During the First Regular Session
April 5, 1983 through June 13, 1983
and the Special Sessions
March 1, 1983 through March 3, 1983
June 15, 1983 through June 24, 1983
July 12, 1983 through July 13, 1983

Volume I, Part One
Published by Authority of Law
Under Direction of the
JOINT LEGISLATIVE MANAGEMENT
COMMITTEE
TALLAHASSEE
1983

LAWS OF FLORIDA

CHAPTER 83-81

CHAPTER 83-81

(m) The department may designate by rule other port1ons of state
waters where manatees are frequently sighted and it can be assumed
that manatees inhabit such waters periodically or continuously. Upon
des1qnat1on of such waters, the department shall adopt rules to
regulate motorboat speed and operation necessary to protect manatees
from harmful collisions with motorboats.
Section 2

This act shall take effect upon becoming a law.

Approved by the Governor June 8, 1983
Filed in Office Secretary of State June 9, 1983
CHAPTER 83-82
Senate Bill No
An

124

act
relating
to
the
Department of Health and
Rehab1l1tat1ve Services; amending s. 827.09, Florida
Statutes, relating to protection of abused, aged, and
disabled
persons;
requiring
certain
re�orts
and
authorizing the department to take certain action with
respect thereto, providing for certain confidentiality;
providing
penalties,
amending
s, 410 035, Florida
Statutes, relating to subsidy payments, providing for
development of a schedule of subsidy payments by October
1, 1983, deleting minimum and maximum limits thereon,
repealing ss. 410.10-410.11, Florida Statutes, relating
to the 11 Adult Protective Services Act;" providing an
effective date

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
Section 1.

Section

827 09, Florida Statutes, is amended to read:

(Substantial rewording of section
s 827 09 1 F s., for present text
827 09 Abuse,
persons.--

neglect,

or

See

exploitation

of

aged

or

disabled

(1) LEGISLATIVE INTENT --�he Legislature recognizes that there
many persons in this state who, because of age or d15ab1lity, are
in need of protective services.
Such services should allow the
individual the same rights as other citizens, and at the same time
protect the 1nd1v1dual from abuse, neglect, and exploitation
It is
the intent of the Legislature to provide for the detection and
correction of abuse, neglect, and exploitation and to establish a
program of protective and supportive services for all persons in need
It is intended that the mandatory reporting of such cases
of them.
will cause the protective services of the state to be brought to bear
1n an effort to prevent further abuse, neglect, and exploitation
In
doing so, the Legislature intends to place the least possible
restrictions on personal liberty and the exercise of constitutional
rights, consistent with due process and protection from abuse,
neglect, and exploitation
are

(2)

DEFINITIONS --As used ln this section
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11

( a) "Abuse
means treatment under wh1ch an aged or disabled
person 1s deprived, or allowed to be deprived, of
necessary
treatment,
hab1l1.tat1on,
care,
sustenance, clothing,
shelter,
supervision, or medical services essential to his well-being, or is
permitted to live in an environment, when such deprivation or
environment causes, or 1s likely to cause impairment of physical or
emotional health; or is subJect to physical or psychological inJury
(b)
"Abused person" means any aged or d1sabled person who has
been subJected to abuse or whose condition suggests that he has been
abused.
(c) "Aged person" means a person suffer1ng from the 1nf1rmit1es
of aging as manifested by organic brain damage, advanced age, or
other physical, mental, or emotional dysfunction1ng to the extent
that the person is impaired in his ab1l1ty to adequately provide for
his own care or protection
( d) "Department II
means
Rehabilitative Services

the

Department

of

Health

and

(e) "Disabled person" means any person who suffers from a
condition of mental retardation, epilepsy, cerebral palsy, mental
illness,
or
other disability which causes the person to be
substantially unable to protect himself from the abusive conduct of
others
(f) 11 Exploitation 11 means an unJUSt
person for one's own profit or advantage.

or improper use of another

(g) "Fac1l1ty 0 means any public or private hosp1tal, training
center, clinic, school, or other program or service for aged or
disabled persons.
(h) 11 Indicated report" means a report made pursuant to this
section when a protective 1nvest1gat1on determ1nes
that
some
indication of abuse, neglect, or exploitation exists
(1) "Neglect" means to omit, forbear, or fail to exerc1se a
degree of care and caut1on that a prudent person would deem essential
to insure the well-being of an aged or disabled per�on and, by such
omission, forbearance, or failure, significantly 1mpa1r or Jeopardize
the physical or emotional health of the aged or disabled person
(J} "Protective serv1.ces 11 means those serv1ces, the ob1ective of
which is to protect an aged or disabled person
Such protective
services shall include, but shall not be limited to, evaluation of
the need for services, arrangements for appropriate l1v1ng quarters,
obta1ning f1nanc1al benefits to which the person is entitled, or
In those situations where
securing medical and legal services
explo1tat1on, prevention of 1.nJury, and protection of the person and
his property are at issue, protective services shall include seeking
the appointment of a guardian for the person or seek1ng protective
placement
(k) 11 Unfounded report 11 means a report made pursuant to this
section when a protective investigation determines that no 1nd1cat1on
of abuse, neglect, or explo1tat1on exists
(3) REPORTS OF ABUSE, NEGLECT,
DISABLED PERSONS REQUIRED --

275
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Any person, 1nclud1ng, but not limited to, any·

Physician, osteopath, medical examiner, chiropractor, nurse,
1
or hospital personnel engaged in the admission, examination, care, or
treatment of persons,
2. Health or mental health professional other than one listed in
subparagraph 1.
3.

Practitioner who relies solely on spiritual means for healing

Nursing home worker, adult congregate living facility worker,
4
adult day care center worker, social worker, or other professional
adult care, foster care, residential or institutional worker.
5.

Law enforcement officer

who knows, or has reasonable cause to suspect, that an aged or
disabled person is an abused, neglected, or exploited person shall
immediately report such knowledge or suspicion to the department's
abuse registry on the single statewide tollfree telephone number or
directly to the local office of the department responsible for
1nvest1gat1on of reports made pursuant to th1s section
(b) Each report made by a person 1n an occupation designated 1n
paragraph (a) shall be confirmed in writing by the 1nd1vidual making
the report to the local office of the department within 48 hours of
the in1t1al report.
(c) Reports involving known or suspected institutional abuse,
neglect, or exploitation shall be made and received in the same
manner as all other reports made pursuant to this section
(d) The statewide tollfree telephone number for the central abuse
registry shall be posted 1n all facilities operated by or under
contract with or licensed by the department which provide services to
aged or disabled persons. Such posting shall be clearly visible and
1n a prominent place w1th1n the facility and shall be accompanied by
the words, "To Report the Abuse, Neglect, or Exploitation of an
Elderly or Disabled Person, Please call the Tollfree Number."
(4) MANDATORY REPORTING OF DEATH AND POSTMORTEM INVESTIGATION BY
MEDICAL EXAMINER --Any person required to report or investigate cases
of suspected abuse, neglect, or exploitation who has reasonable cause
to suspect that an aged or disabled person died as a result of abuse,
exploitation, shall report his suspicion to the
or
neglect,
The medical examiner shall accept the
appropriate medical examiner
report for investigation pursuant to s 406.11 and shall report his
findings, in writing, to the local law enforcement agency, the
appropriate state attorney, and the depa�tment. Autopsy reports
maintained by the medical examiner shall not be subJect to the
confidentiality requirements provided for in this section.
(S) REPORTS OF INSTITUTIONAL ABUSE, NEGLECT, OR EXPLOITATION.-
The department shall conduct a protective 1nvest1gat1on of each
Upon
report of inst1tut1onal abuse, neglect, or exploitation
receipt of a report which alleges that an employee or agent of the
department acting 1n an official capacity, has committed an act of
abuse, neglect, or exploitation, the department shall immediately
1n1tiate a protective investigation and shall notify the state
276
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attorney in whose circuit the alleged abuse, neglect, or explo1tat1on
occurred.
(6)

ABUSE REGISTRY --

(a) The department shall establish and ma1nta1n a central abuse
registry which shall receive reports made pursuant to this section in
writing or thro�gh a single statewide tollfree telephone number which
any person may use to report known or suspected abuse, neglect, or
explo1tation at any hour 0£ the day or night, any day of the week.
The abuse registry shall be operated in such a manner as to enable
the department to.
1.
Immediately identify and
abuse, neglect, or exploitation.

locate

prior

reports or cases of

2. Regularly evaluate the effectiveness of the department's
program for abused, neglected, or exploited persons through the
development and analysis of statistical and other information
(b} Upon receiving an oral or written report of known or
suspected abuse, neglect, or exploitation, the abuse registry shall
immed1ately notify the local office of the department with respect to
the report, any previous report concerning a subJect of the present
report, or any other pertinent information relative thereto.
(c) Upon completion of its investigation, the local office of the
department shall classify reports either as indicated or unfounded.
All identifying information in the abuse registry maintained in
All 1dent1fy1ng
unfounded reports shall be e¼punged immediately
information in the abuse registry maintained in indicated reports
shall be expunged from the registry 7 years from the date of the last
indicated report concerning the same victim or the same perpetrator
All information, other than identifying information, maintained in
indicated or unfounded reports at the time of expunction shall be
disposed of in a manner deemed appropriate by the department and
pursuant to s. 119.041 and s 267 051(6)
Nothing in this section is
intended to require the expunction or destruction of case records or
information required by the Federal Government to be retained for
future audit
(7)

PROTECTIVE INVESTIGATIONS --

(a) The department shall, upon receipt of a report of abuse,
neglect, or explo1tation of an aged or disabled person, cause an
immediate protective investigation to be made and shall in turn, upon
determining probable cause,
notify the
state
attorney.
The
department shall, within 24 hours of receipt of the report notify the
appropriate human rights advocacy committee, as established pursuant
to s 20 19(7), that an alleged abuse has occurred
Such notice may
be accomplished verbally or in writing and shall include the name of
the person alleged to have been abused and the nature of the report.
The department shall provide protective services under any of the
following conditions.
The
1
services

person

demonstrates

2
An interested person
person in need of services.

a

need

requests
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for,

and

requests,

such

such services on behalf of a

CHAPTER 83-82
3
The
services.
4

department

LAWS OF FLORIDA
determines

a

person

CHAPTER 83-82
is

in

need

of

such

A court orders such services.

(b) Voluntary services --An individual shall receive protective
services voluntarily unless ordered by the court, requested by a
guardian, or provided in accordance with subsection (8).
(8)

INVOLUNTARY PROVISION OF SERVICES.--

(a) Every reasonable effort shall be made to secure the consent
and participation of the aged or disabled person in the assessment
and resolution of his own need for protective services.
(b) Upon probable cause to believe that an aged or disabled
person 1s being abused, neglected, or exploited, a representative of
the department, accompanied by a law enforcement officer may enter a
premises after obtaining a court order and announcing their authority
and purpose
(c) Forcible entry shall be attained only after a court order has
been obtained, unless there 1s probable cause to believe that the
delay inc1dent of such an order would cause an aged or disabled
person to incur a substantial risk of life-threatening physical harm
(d) When, from the personal observation of a representative of
it appears probable
the department and a law enforcement officer,
that an aged or disabled person is likely to incur a substantial risk
of life-threatening physical harm or deterioration if not immediately
removed from the premises, the department's representative may, when
author1zed by a court order, take into custody and transport, or make
for
the transportation and payment thereof, the
arrangements
individual to an appropriate medical or protective services facility.
(e) When action is taken under this section, a preliminary
hearing shall be held within 48 hours of the signing of the court
order, excluding Saturdays, Sundays, and legal holidays, to establish
probable cause for grounds for protective placement.
(f) Upon a finding of probable cause, the court may order
temporary placement for up to 4 days, pending the hearing for a need
for continuing services
(9)

COOPERATION WITH LAW ENFORCEMENT AND OTHER AGENCIES �-

(a) All state, county, and municipal law enforcement and public
agencies have a duty to cooperate with the department and its
transmit reports of abuse, neglect, and exploitation to
employees,
the department, and protect and enhance the welfare of aged or
disabled persons who are potentially subJect to abuse, neglect, or
exploitation detected by a report made pursuant to this section.
(b) Any funds appropriated by counties for home health care or
boarding home, foster home, or nursing home services may be matched
by state and federal funds; such funds shall be utilized by the
Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services for the benefit of
aged or disabled persons in said counties.
(c) The Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services may
or
purchase services from any public or private institution,
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institution or agency w1thin the state which meets the standards and
and
rules prescribed by the department for the proper
care
supervision of abused, neglected, or exploited persons
(d) Every facility serving aged or disabled persons shall inform
residents of their rights to report abusive,
neglectful,
or
exploitive practices and shall establish appropriate policies and
procedures to facilitate such reporting.
(10)

CONFIDENTIALITY OF REPORTS AND RECORDS

(a) In order to protect the rights of the individual or other
persons responsible for the welfare of the aged or disabled person,
all records concerning reports of abuse, neglect, or exploitation of
the aged or disabled person, including reports made to the abuse
registry and to local offices of the department and all records
generated as a result of such reports, shall be confidential and
exempt from the provisions of s
119 07(1), and shall not be
disclosed except as specifically authorized by th1s section
(b) Access to such records, excluding the name of the person
making the report, which shall be released only as provided in
paragraph (d), shall be granted only to the following persons,
officials, and agencies for the following purposes
1
Employees or agents of the department responsible for carrying
out protective investigations, ongoing protective services,
or
licensure or approval of nursing homes, adult congregate living
facilities, adult day care centers or other facilities, used for the
placement of aged or disabled persons.
2. A law enforcement agency invest1gating a report of known or
suspected abuse, neglect, or exploitation.
3. The state attorney of the Judicial circuit in which the aged
or disabled individual resides or in which the alleged abuse,
neglect, or exploitation occurred.
4. Any aged or disabled person or perpetrator who is the subJect
of a report or the subJect's gttardian, custodian, gttardian ad litem,
or counsel
5. A court, by subpoena, upon its finding that access to such
records may be necessary for the determination of an issue before the
court, however, such access shall be limited to in-camera inspection,
unless the court determines that public disclosure of the information
contained therein is necessary for the resolution of an issue then
pending before it.
6. A grand Jury, by subpoena, upon its determination that access
to such records is necessary in the conduct of its official business
7

Any appropriate official of the department responsible for

a. Administration or supervision of the department's program for
the prevention, investigation, or treatment of abuse, neglect, or
exploitation when carrying out his official function, or
adm1n1strative
appropriate
action concerning an
b
Taking
employee of the department alleged to have perpetrated institutional
abuse, neglect, or exploitation
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8
Any person engaged 1n bona fide research or audit purposes.
However, no information identifying the subJects of the report shall
be made available to the researcher unless such 1nformat1on is
absolutely essential to the research purpose, suitable provision is
made to maintain the confidentiality of the data, and the department
has given written approval.
(c) The department may release to professional persons such
information as is necessary for the diagnosis and treatment of the
victim or the person perpetrating the abuse.
(d) The
name
of any person reporting abuse, neglect, or
exploitation shall in no case be released to any person other than
employees of the department responsible for protective services, the
abuse registry, or the appropriate state attorney without the written
consent of the person reporting abuse, neglect, or explo1tat1on when
deemed necessary by the state attorney or the department to protect
an aged or disabled person who is the subJect of a report, provided
that the fact that such person made the report is not disclosed
The
department shall, upon receipt of an application of a person applying
for approval or licensure of a facility to care for the aged or
disabled persons, whether such care 1s for less than or more than 24
hours, search its abuse registry for the existence of an indicated
report and the results of the adult protective assessment conducted
pursuant thereto.
(11) TRANSMITTAL
OF RECORDS --With respect to any case of
reported abuse of an aged or disabled person, the department, when
appropriate, shall transmit all reports received by it, which shall
contain the results of the 1nveatigat1on, to the state attorney of
the county where the incident occurred
(12) IMMUNITY --Anyone participating in the making of a report
pursuant to this section or participating in a Judicia l proceeding
resulting therefrom shall be presumed prima facie to be acting 1n
good faith and in so doing shall be immune from any liability, civil
or criminal, that otherwise might be incurred or imposed. Further,
no resident or employee of a facility serving aged or disabled
persons shall be subJected to reprisal or discharge because of his
actions in reporting abuse pursuant to the requirements of this
section
(13) ABROGATION OF PRIVILEGED COMMUNICATIONS --The privileged
quality of communication between husband and wife and between any
professional person and his patient or client, and any other
priv1leged communication except that between attorney and client, as
such communication relates to both the competency of the witness and
to the exclusion of confidential communications, shall not apply to
any situation involving known or suspected abuse, neglect, or
exploitation and shall not constitute grounds for failure to report
as requ1red by this sect1on, failure to cooperate with the department
in its activities pursuant to this section, or failure to give
evidence in any Judicial proceeding relating to abuse, neglect, or
exploitation of an aged or disabled person
(14) RULES TO BE PROMULGATED --The Department of Health and
Rehabilitative Services shall promulgate rules for the implementation
of this section.
(15)

PENALTIES
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(a) Any person required by this section to report a case of known
or suspected abuse, neglect, or exploitation of an aged or disabled
person who knowingly and willfully fails to do so, or who knowingly
and willfully prevents another person from doing so, is guilty of a
misdemeanor of the second degree, punishable as provided in s
775 082, s 775.083, or s 775 084,
{b) Any person who knowingly and willfully makes public or
discloses any confidential information contained in the
abuse
registry or in the records of any case of abuse, neglect, or
exploitation except as provided in this section, is gUllty of a
misdemeanor of the second degree, punishable as provided in s.
775.082, s. 775.083, or 775.084
(c) Any person who knowingly or willfully abuses, neglects or
exploits an aged or disabled person and, in so doing, causes great
bodily harm, permanent disfigurement, or permanent disability to such
person is guilty of a felony of the third degree, punishable as
provided 1n s 775.082, s. 775.083, or s 775,084.
{d) Any person who knowingly or willfully abuses, neglects, or
exploits an aged or disabled person 1s guilty of a misdemeanor of the
first degree, punishable as provided in s. 775.082, s. 775 083, or s.
775 084.
Section 2.
410 035

Section 410.035, Florida Statutes, is amended to read·

Subsidy payments --

(1) The department shall develop by October 1, 1983, ee�abi½eh by
rHie by JanHary �, ¼9�8 7 a schedule of subsidy payments to be made to
persons prov1d1ng home care for certain el1g1ble elderly persons.
PayMente ehaii be ne leee �haa l9 pereen� ef the preva½i�ag rate �a½S
by the Se�artMent fer �he ieweet ievei ef n�re½ftg he�e eare �n�er e499-266 7 ana ne greater than 45 pereent ef ea½S aMe�nt- Payments
shall be based on the financial status of the person receiving care.
Payments shall include, but not be limited to:
(a) A support and maintenance element,
housing, food, clothing, and incidentals.

to

include

costs of

(b) Payments for medical, pharmaceutical, and dental services
essent1al to maintain the health of the elderly person and not
covered by Medicare, Medicaid, or any form of insurance.
(c) When necessary, special supplements to provide for
service and specialized care required to ma1ntain the health
well-be1ng of the elderly person.

any
and

(2) The department shall develop a plan for the implementation of
the schedule of a pre�ram ef Hn�ferffl subsidy payments to persons
prov1d1ng home care for the elderly
Section 3.
repealed.
Section 4

Sect1ons

410 10-410.11,

Flor1da Statutes, are hereby

This act shall take effect July 1, 1983
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Approved by the Governor June 8, 1983.
Filed in Office Secretary of state June 9, 1983.
CHAPTER 83-83
Senate Bill No. 395
An

act relating to bail bond forfeiture and bail on appeal;
am.ending s. 903.133, Florida Statutes,
1982 Supplement,
expanding the prohibition of bail following adJudication
of guilt of certain felonies; amending s
903,27(1),
Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement, extending the time for
payment of forfeiture prior to entry of
Judgment,
clarifying that discharge of forfeiture shall be by order
of court, providing an effective date

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida.
Section 1. Section 903.133, Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement, is
amended to read:
903.133 Bail on appeal; prohibited for certain first-degree
felony convictions --Notwithstanding the provisions of s 903 132, no
person adJudged guilty of a felony of the first degree for a
794 011(4),
violation of s. 782.04(2) or s. 782 04(3), s. 787.0l, s
s
80&.0l, or s
893.13 or s. 893 135 shall be admitted to bail
pending a��eiiate review either by post-trial motion or appeal.
Section 2. Subsection (1) of section 903.27, Florida Statutes,
1982 Supplement, is amended to read:
903 27

Forfeiture to Judgment.--

(!) If the forfeiture is not paid or discharged by order of court
of competent 1ur1sdiction within 35 39 days and the bond is secured
other than by money and bonds authorized in s. 903,16, the clerk of
the circuit court for the county where the order was made shall enter
a Judgment against the surety for the amount of �he penalty and 1ssue
execution
Within 10 days, the clerk shall furnish the surety
company at its home office a copy of the Judgment, which shall
include the power-of-attorney number of the bond and the name of the
executing agent
If the Judgment 1s not paid within 60 days, the
clerk shall furnish the Department of Insurance and the sheriff of
the
county in which the bond was executed, or the off1c1al
responsible for operation of the county Jail, if other than the
sheriff, two copies of the Judgment and a certificate stating that
the Judgment remains unsatisfied.
When and if the Judgment is
properly paid, the clerk shall immediately notify the sheriff, or the
official responsible for the operation of the county Jail, lf other
than the sheriff, and the Department of Insurance, 1£ the department
had been previously notified of nonpayment, of such payment
Section 3

This act shall take effect upon becoming a law.
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"o-10. 10-. 11.
03/�U83 HOU.St PRU'ILED
RE:FE:RREU TO HC.lt.LTH {. REHABILIT.lt.Tl\lE S1:.R\IILES,
Vt,/O't/83 HOUSC
APPROPRIATIONS
INTRODUCf:U1 KtFERREO TO HEALTH� RCHABILITATIVE
O't/05/83 HOUSE
::i,tRVICES, APPROPRIATIONS -ttJ 00072
04/11/83 HDUSt. SUbRCFfRREO TU SU8CUl1MITTEE ON HE:ALTH, E.CI.JNOMIC ANL
SC.CIAL St.lW 11..1:!lo
ON 1..0MHITTEf AGtNOA- SU8CO/f't •• H.R.s •• 4l� HOB, l:00
O't/14/83 HOUSE:
PH, 04/la/630 LIN COMMITTEE AC.ENDA, PE�UING suaCOHMITltE
ACTION-- H.R • .::.., �17 C, L:lo PM, u�,t�/��
ON COHHUTtE. AC.ENDA- H. R. S.1 317 L, 3.i,PH 1
0-./21/83 HUUS!:
U4/27/63

HOUSE

05/09/83

HOUSE

Ob/03/83

HOUSE

O'tn;15�

COMM. RtPlB.l: C/� �y HEALTK t:. Rt:HAbilllAllVt SERVlC.ES
-HJ O�ib�O NO� IN APPROPRIATIONS
SUtloREFERM.tD TU !loUBCOMHITTtE ON HRS/CRIMINAL JUSTICE
t Sllil,. U
INOH. POSTPONcD {. a,/Q ISCR l209J; WAS IN l.ukMi ISC
HILL PAS�tO, SH SB 124 {CH. 83-SlJ
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05/0'i-/83

HOUSE

0'5/06/83

HOUSE

05/27/B-,

HOU SE

Ob/01/83

HOU::.£

06/03/tB-

HOV5.E

06/2-4/83

INTROOuCT;u, REFl:.RRED TO REGULATORY REFORM,
APPROPRIATIONS -HJ 00134
ON COfl1MlTTEE AGENDA- REGUlATORY REFORM. d HOB, 8:00
AM, 05/0o/t13
COMM. Rt: .. Cll 1: FAVORABLE BY REG.ULA TORY REFORM -HJ 0035'i-O
NOW IN APPROPRUTION:io
ON C.OKMITTEE AGENDA- APPROPRIATicNS, 21 HOB, a:oo AM,
05/30/83
CU/'IM. Rta"ORT: FAVORABLE ir.lTH AMEND., PL.Ac.ELI ON CALENDAR
BY APPROPRlATlONS -HJ 00936
IKOEcFlhll�LY PU�lPONEO & W/0 ISCR l209)i WAS ON
CALENDAR
REFER Tu 1-'8 18-B (CH. 83-329)

H 0788 G�fRAL BILL/CS BY' Rl:.GULAllRY' R!:FORM, CASAS, CORTINA, ROS, SPAET
ANO OTHERS
(COfltPARf S 10071
UQErnlJJ.fiS. AW OCCUP™; RtQUlRES PROFESSIOKA\. IU:bUllrt.T lON DEPARlfltENT
TO 1'4Ak.E CERTAIN STUDIES kE FOREIGN-SPEAKING RESIOENTS f. TO REPORT 10
U::GISLATURE.
EFFECTIVC DATE: UPON BECOMING LAW.
O'i-/05/83 HOUSE
FILED
O'i-/ll/83 HOUSE INJRoouc.eu, REFERRED TO REGULATORY' REFORM,
APPROPRIATIONS --ttJ 00134
0!>/04/83 HOUSI: ON COMMITTH. Ab�OA- REGULATORY REFOAA. -. Li t-lOB -. 1):00
AM, 05/06/SJ
05/06/83 HOUst ON COMfltlTTEE AGENDA- SUBC0"'4, REG. REFORM, 21 HO&,
8:00 AM, 05/10/8.:5; CW COM"ITTl:.E AGE:ltOA. 1 Pi:.N.OlNG
SUBCOMNITTl:.E ACTION- REGULATORY' REFORM, 21 HOB, 9:30
AM, 05/10/83
05/U/83 HOUSE COMM. R�OA.T: C/S 8Y RE&ULATORY' RE.FCRN --HJ 00384; NOW
IN APPRuPklAT IONS
0>/30/83 HOUSt WITHORAWII FROM APPROPRIATIONS -HJ 00781; PLACED ON
CALENlJAR
Ob/03/83 I-IOU!)E lNDE:Ht\llllELY POSTPONE:O & W/0 (SCR 1209); WAS ON
CALE:NIJAR
REFER TO HB 18-B (CH. 83-329)
06/24/SJ
H 0789 GENERAL &ILL BY' CAS4S, C.OHINA, ROS, SPAET ANO O THERS
flDENTICAL
S 063'.)
LEGAL Ii CCM.JRT JNTfRPRETE:IUi i �S TABLISHES BOARD OF LEGAL I. COURT
INTERPRETERS MlTHIN PROFESSIONAL REGULATION DEPT.; PROVIDES FDR
REGOLATJON OF PRACTJCE O F U::GAL & COURT INTERPRETERS; CREATES BOARD;
PROVIDES QVALIFICATIONS FOR MEMBERSHIP; PROVIDES TERNS, ETC. AME�S
l:.FFECTH'E DATE: l0/0U83.
20.30; CR�Tf:.S -.68.41-.'i-8.
04/05/83 HOUSE FILED
04/11/83 HOUSE
INTROOUCED, REFERRED TO R EGUL ATCMY REFORM, FI NANCE &
TAXATION, APPROPRIATIONS -HJ 0013-.
05/0-4/83 HOUSE llN COMMITTEE AGENDA- R EGULATORY REFORM, 21 HOB, a:oo
AM, 05/06/83
05/0b/83 HOUSE ON COMMlll�E AGENDA- SUBCO,.., REG. REFORM, 21 HOB,
8:00 AM, 4.15/10/83; ON COMMITTEE Abft-DA, PENDING
SU8COMM11TEE ACTION-- REGULATORY REFORM, 21 HUB, 9:30
AM, 0'5/10/83
06/0J/83 HOUSE
INDEFINIHLY' POSTPOPIIED & W/D ISCR 1209J; NAS IN
CO�llTEE ON REGULA TORY REFOR"
�ENERAL SILL BY' l.ASAS ANO OTHERS
(COMPARE E Nb/S 01241
�LPfRLY ABlJ!;.f..; PROVIOE:io THAT A8USE, NEGLECT, EXPLOITATION, OR
MALTRE:.ATM.ENT OF C.E.RTAIN tLOE:.11..l.'t PERSOtS, WITl10UT RESUlTJ� INJURY TO
SUCH PERSON BE:.JNG PROVEN, lS "ISDEMEANOR OF FIRST DEGREE; PROVIDES
PE:.NALTlES. AfltENDS 410.11. EFFECTIVE DATE: 10/01/83.
04/05/83 HOUSE FILED
O't/ll/t13 HOUSE
INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO CRIMINAL JUSTICE -HJ 00135
04/18/83 HOUSE SU81lEFE:;RflE:.0 TO SUBCCJlltMITTEE ON CRIMINAL CODE
04/28/bJ HOUSE ON <,OMMITTH AGt:NOA- SU6C0MM -. CRIM .. JUSTICE:., �l'i- >-O&.
l:00 PH, 05/02i ON COMMITTEE AGENDA, PENDING
SUBGOKMITTtE ACTION- CRIMINAL JUSTICE, ,14 HOB, 3:00
PM, 05/02/8.J
06/03/83 HUUSE
INOEF. POSTPONED (. W/0 ISCR 12091; WAS IN COMM; hC
BILL PASSU>, SH S6 l2'i- ICH. 83-SZJ
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ISUB. llll
ll'IIUE:.FHHH:LY f'U:i.TPUl'IIED & W/D ISCR 120',,)i WAS IN
COAAllltt 0� APPfiOPRIATlVNS
RC.ft� TO 5tJ 6-8 tCH. 83~3241
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O�/OL/IU HOU!aE lJN C.OMMUTEI::. AGENDA- FOR SUBREFE:.RRAL, 21 HOB, I:�O PM,
05/0 .../8�
C,::,,/04/tH HOUSt:. !aU6Rt:ftRRt:O TO �UbCOMMJlTfE ON AD VALUREH TAX AND LOCAL
bUVl::.RNJ1tNT
05/ll/83 HOUSE WJTHURAWI', FRON FINANCE t;. UXATICIN -HJ 00.381; NOW IN
APPROPRIATI 0th
Ob/03/63 HOUSE INOEFINiftLY PUSTPUNE:.I) &. W/0 fSr.R 1209); WAS IN
COMHITTtt ON APPROPRIATIONS
H 1187 GENEKAL BlLL BY HEALTH I. RbiAtHLlTATIVE SERVICES ANO UTHt.R5
ISIHILAR CS/S ll48)
HttilAi.U....!tl�.IW.f.8.J..�lLIJf:.�S; DIRECTS H.R.S. DEPT. TO CUNTRACT WlTH
fLA. MENTAL Hl:ALTH 1N5TITU1E TO PERFORM .\SSESSMENT Of ::i.EXIJAL OFFENUE:.R
TRE:ATHtNT PKOC.KAMS; CREATE:S TA!aK hJl{CE ON SEX.UAL OFFENDl::.RS r. VICTIMS,
ETL. Rt.PC.AL::. 945 .12 lb 11 B I t 91 7 .UJ.2121 , .Ol ... 12) ,. 016( 2),
.017 ll I, .Ul8 l 21 , .01912 l, .02H2). APPRUPRU.TION: b0 1 000.
LfFtCTIVt DATE:: Qb/08/83.
U4/l7/8.:1 HOUSE FILED; lNTRUUUCED, IU:FERRE:D TO APPROPRIATION::io
-HJ 002'l7
05/0b/BJ HOUSE SUllRE:.FERRED TU SUbCOHMITTEE ON I-RS/CRIMINAL JUSTICE
(SUB. I), ON LOMHITTEE: AGENDA- SUBCOHH., ;..PPROP., 317
C, 4:UO PH, 05/09/83
U5/ll/b3 HOu::i.t:. ON COHMITTtt AC.1::.NDA-- APPROPRIAlION!io, 21 HOB 1 1:00 PM,
05/lJ/83
05/18/83 HOUSE: COMM. RE.PORT: FAVORABLE WITH A.MENU., PLACED ON CALENDAR
6Y APPRuPRIATILlll!io -HJ 00486
(,5/19/83 HOUSE PLALEU UN !i.PtLlAL ORUER CALENDAR
1.,5/ L't/8.l t-lUu!i.E READ ::ioE:t..01\iO TlHt; AMENDMENT ADOPTED -HJ 005b2
O�/i.�/d3 HOU� RE.AO THIRU Tl/'tt; PASStO AS AMENDED; YtA!a 110 NAYS
0
-HJ 00:,72
0�/25/8" SENAH IN MtSSAGtS
(15/20/1:1.1, �1:NATt RECtlVtV, �t:.fl::.RRtl> TO J�OlClARY-CRlMlNALo WITHDRAWN
fRCJH JUDIC.lAk.'l'-CiUMINAL; SUBSTITUTED FOR C!a/SB 114-80
PASSEU AS AMENDt.D; YEAS 35 NAYS
l -!i,J 00445;
IM,lilEDIATtLY �l::.kTIFIED -SJ 00447
O!:>/lo/8.:1 HUUSt:. Ht NHSAGE.!>
0
05/27/83 HOUSE: CI.JNC.UP.RtD; PA.:.SED AS FURTHER AMENDi:.O; YEAS 114 NAYS
-HJ 00607; ORUE:�E:.D ENGROSSED, THEN ENROLLtD
SH,..,,.t:U bY Ut-Fl/..ERS AM) PRtSENJtO TO 1,.U'IIERNOR -HJ 00'137
APPROVt:i., OY i..UVERNQR Cl"IAPT ER NO. 8?.-109
�Gt.NERAL BILL ttY HE:ALlH t. fH:HAblLITATIVE SERVICES I.SIMILAR CS/H Ot.44,
<..:....:..::::tNG/S 0124 1 CS/S 09981
&il..U�U�.LL.�B..!l.l!.ll; Al'tCNVS PROVISION RE PROTCCTION OF ABUSED,
AGE0 1 C. UlSABLED Pl:R�DNS; Kt:l,IUlRt� CE:.RTAlN RE:.PURTS I. ALITHDRlZtS THE:.
UE�ARTMENT TU TAKE CE:�TAlN ACTIO� WITH RES PECT TI-ERETO; PROVIDES FOR
�fl{TAIN CONFlutNTIALITY, �TC. AMcitDS 627.091 'tl0.0�5; REPEALS
4.l0.10-.11. tf-FtCTIVt DATt: UJ/01/8;.
/J'-/ l..7/tH HOU!.E FILED; 1:-ITR<JUUCEO, PLAU.O ON CALENDAR -HJ UOL47
0:>/19/8l HOU!i.E:. PLACEU ON SPECIAL OROER CALEND AR
05/l5/8?, HOUSE READ SE:.CUND TIME: -HJ 00591; AHENONENT� AOUPTEO
-HJ 00594
yj/21/8j HOUSE WITHDRANN FKUM CALtNOAR1 RECOHHlTTl::.U TO HtALTH C.
�E:HABILllATIVE !)1:RVlCES -ttJ 00oU7
Ob/0�/0?t HOUSt lN[>cJ-. PO!.TPUNEO C. 911/0 tSCR 12091; .iAS lN CUMH; I!i.C
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Florida Senate - 1983

SB
124

By Sena tor Dunn

10-234-83
A bill tc be entitled

l
2

An act relating to abuse of the elderly;

3

amending s. 410.11, Florida Statutes; providing

4

that abuse, neglect, exploitation, or

5

maltreatment of certain elderly persons,

6

without resulting injury to such person being

7

proven, is a misdemeanor of the first degree;

a

providing penalties; providing an effective

9

date.

10
11
12
13

14

15
16

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
Section l.

Section 410.11, Florida Statutes, is

amended to read:
410.11
(l)

Penalties.--

Any person who knowingly or willfully abuses,

17

neglects, exploits, or maltreats an individual suffering from

18

the infirmities of aging and, in so doing, causes great bodily

19

harm, permanent disfigurement, or permanent disability to such

20

person is guilty of a felony of the third degree, punishable

21

as provided in s, 775,082, s. 775.083, or s. 775.084.

22

(2)

Any person who knowingly or willfully abuses,

23

neglects, exploits, or maltreats an individual suffering from

24

the infirmities of aging efta7 ¼ft ee ae*ft�7 eeMees mifte�

26

e�eh �e�eeft is guilty of a misdemeanor of the first degree,

27

punishable as provided in s. 775.082, s. 775,083, or s.

28

775.084,

29

Section 2.

This act shall take effect October 1, 1983.

30
31
1

10-234-83

1

2

3
4

s

SENATE SUMMARY
Removes the requirement that abuse, neglect,
exploitation1 or maltreatment of persons suffering from
the infirmities of age cause minor 1nJury, temporary

disfigurement, or temporary disability in order to
constitute a misdemeanor of the first degree.

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

\

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

31
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SENATE STAFF ANALYSIS AND ECONOMIC IMPACT STATEMENT

***************************************************************************
NOTE:

This analysis reflects the nature of the bill as it left the

Committee on Judiciary-Criminal. Any further changes to the bill are not
included in this analysis. See the ncomments n section for the final
procedural action taken by the Legislature.
***************************************************************************

ANALYST
l. J .Hintz
2.
3.

STAFF DIRECTOR
P.Liepshutz

1. Judi-Crim.

2.

ACTION
FAV.

3.

SUBJECT:

Abuse of the Elderly

I.

REFERENCE

BILL NO. AND SPONSOR:
SB 124 by
Senator Dunn

SUMMARY:
A.

Present Situation:
The "Adult Protective Services Act r " sections 410.10 - 410.11,

Florida Statutes, was designed to provide protective services
for adults suffering from the infirmities of aging.
Section 410.11 provides penalties for knowing and willful
abuse, neglect, exploitation, or maltreatment of a person

suffering from the infirmities of aging. It is a third degree
felony offense if great bodily harm, permanent disfigurement,

or permanent disability results. If minor injury, temporary
disfigurement, or temporary disability results, it is a first
degree misdemeanor.

B.

Effect of Proposed Changes:

This bill removes the requirement for proof of injury in order
to convict a person for the misdemeanor offense of abuse,
neglect, exploitation, or maltreatment of an elderly person.
Therefore, the mistreatment of elderly people could be punished
as a first degree misdemeanor regardless of whether any injury

resulted.

II.

ECONOMIC IMPACT AND FISCAL NOTE:
A.

Public:
None.

B.

Government:

Removing the injury requirement for prosecution may result in
more convictions for abuse, neglect, exploitation or
maltreatment of the elderly. It is expected that this increase

will be minimal.
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COMMENTS :
SB 124 is identical to HB 790.
Final Update: SB 124 became law on June 8, 1983.
Laws of Florida.

IV.

AMENDMENTS:
None.
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Yeas-36

Mr. Pres1dent
Fox
Frank
Barron
Gersten
Beard
Girardeau
Carlucci
Castor
Gordon
Grant
Chtlders, D.
Childers, W D Hair
Henderson
Crawford
Hill
Dunn

Jenne
Jennmgs
Johnston
Kirkpatrick
Makhon
Mann

Myers
Neal
Rehm
Scott
Stuart
Thomas
Thurman

McPherson

Weinstein

Langley

Maxwell

Vogt

Nays-None
SCR 51 5-A concurrent resolution requesting the relocation of the
United States Army School of the Americas from Fort Guhck, Panama to
Camp Albert H. Blandmg, Florida.

-was read the second time by title On motrnn by Senator D. Childers,
by two-thirds vote CS for SB 368 was read the third time by title, passed
and certified to the House The vote on passage was.
Yeas-36
Mr. President
Barron
Beard
Carlucci
Castor
Childers, D.
Childers, W. D.
Crawford
Dunn

Fox
Frank
Gersten
Gnardeau
Gordon
Grant
Grizzle
Hair
Henderson

Langley

Senator Carlucci moved the following amendment which was adopted.

Vote after roll call:

On motion by Senator Carlucci, SCR 515 as amended was adopted,
ordered engrossed and then cert1f1ed to the House. The vote on adoptmn
was:
Yeas-36
Mr President
Barron
Beard
Carlucci
Castor
Chtlders, D.
Childers, W D.
Crawford
Dunn

Fox
Frank
Gersten
Girardeau
Gordon
Grant
Grizzle
Hair
Henderson

Hill
Jenne
Jennmgs
Johnston
Langley
Makhon
Mann
Margolis
Maxwell

McPherson
Myers
Neal
Plummer
Rehm
Scott
Thomas
Vogt
Weinstein

Nays-None
Vote after roll callYea-Kirkpatr1ck, Stuart
CS for SB 783-A blll to be entitled An act relating to solid waste
transPort, amending s 403 713, Florida Statutes; providing for special
laws or local ordmances hmitmg the free flow of sohd waste; prov1dmg an
effective date.
-was read the second time by title On motion by Senator Castor, by
two-thirds vote CS for SB 783 was read the third time by title, passed and
certified to the House. The vote on passage was:
Yeas-36
Mr President
Barron
Beard
Carlucci
Castor
Childers, D.
Childers, W D
Dunn
Fox

Frank
Gersten
Girardeau
Gordon
Grant
Grizzle
Hair
Henderson
Hill

Jenne
Jennings
Johnston
Kirkpatrick
Malchon
Mann
Margolis
Maxwell
McPherson

Meek
Myers
Neal
Plummer
Rehm
Stuart
Thomas
Thurman
Vogt

-was read the second time by title. On motion by Senator W. D.
Childers, by two-thirds vote SB 306 was read the third time by title,
passed and certified to the House. The vote on passage was
Yeas- 38
Mr. President Frank
Barron
Gersten
Beard
Girardeau
Gordon
Carlucci
Grant
Castor
Chtlders, D.
Grizzle
Childers. W D Henderson
Crawford
Jenne
Dunn
Jennings
Johnston
Fox

K1rkpatnck
Langley
Malchon
Mann
Margolis
Maxwell
McPherson
Meek
Myers
Neal

Plummer
Rehm
Scott
Stuart
Thomas
Thurman
Vogt
Wemstein

Nays-None
On motion by Senator W D. Childers, the rules were waived and SB
306 was ordered immediately certified to the House
SB 3 1 5-A bill to be entitled An act relatmg to the excise tax on docu
ments, amending ss 201 04(1), 201 05, Florida Statutes, providing that
the excise tax on documents not apply to the stocks or shares of certain
mutual funds, providing an effective date
-was read the second time by title On motton by Senator Crawford,
by two-thnds vote SB 315 was read the third time by title, passed and
certified to the House. The vote on passage was

Yeas-34

Vote after roll call·

Nays-None

CS for SB 368-A bdl to be entitled An act relating to child care
facilities; rev1smg, rev1vmg, and rea.doptmg, notwithstanding the Regula
tory Sunset Act, ss 402 301-402 316, Florida Statutes, amending ss
402.305, 402.308, 402 310, 402 315, Florida Statutes, providing for mini
mum standards for personnel and transportation; providing for issuance
of license; providing for d1sc1plinary actions and fines, prov1dmg for fees,
providmg for legislative review; prov1dmg an effective date

Neal

SB 306-A bill to be entitled An act relating to comprehensive health
education program; amending s 233 067(4) (b), Florida Statutes, 1982
Supplement; providing that such program mclude the development of
programs, training, and materials for hfe fitness and wellness programs;
providing an effective date.

Langley
Yea-Scott

Myers
Plummer
Rehm
Scott
Stuart
Thomas
Thurman
Vogt
Weinstein

Yea-Malchon

Mr President
Barron
Beard
Carlucci
Castor
Childers, W. D.
Crawford
Dunn
Frank

Nays-1

Hill
Jenne
Jennings
Johnston
Kirkpatrick
Mann
Margolis
Maxwell
McPherson

Nays-2

-was read the second time in full

Amendment 1-0n page 1, between Imes 25 8nd 26,
msert· WHEREAS, Camp Albert H. Blanding is in close p1oximity to
Keystone Heights City Airport which has three 5,000 foot long paved
landing strips which presently accommodate large Jet transports, and
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Gersten
Gnardeau
Gordon
Grant
Grizzle
Hau
Henderson
Hill
Jennmgs

Kirkpatrick
Langley
Malchon
Margohs
Maxwell
McPherson
Meek
Myers
Neal

Rehm
Scott
Stuart
Thomas
Thurman
Vogt
Weinstein

Vote after roU call:
Yea-D. Childers, Jenne
SB 1 24-A bill to be entitled An act relating to abuse of the elderly;
amending s. 410.1 1, FJonda Statutes, providing that abuse, neglect,
exploitation, or maltreatment of. certam elderly persons, without result
mg injury to such person being proven, is a misdemeanor of the first
degree, prov1dmg penalties; providing an effective date
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-was read the second tlme by title.
Th(' Committee on Judiciary-Criminal recommended the followmg
amendments which were moved by Senator Dunn and adopted
Amendm ent 1-0n page 1, hnes 13-29, stnke everythmg after the
enacting dause and insert·
Section 1. Section 827.09, Florida Statutes, is amended to read·
(Substantwl rewordmg of sectwn See s 827 09, F S , for present text )
827 09 Abuse, neglect, or explo1tat10n of aged or disabled persons (1) LEGISLATIVE INTENT -The Legislature recognizes that
there are many persons m this state who, because of age or d1sabihty, are
m need of protective services. Such services should allow the individual
the same rights as other citizens, and at the same time protect the md1vidual from abuse, neglect, and explo1tatwn It is the mtent of the Legis
lature to provide for the detection and correct ion of abuse, neglect, and
exploitation and to estabhsh a program of protective and supportive ser
vices for all persons m need of them It 1s intended that the mandatory
reporting of such cases w1U cause the protective services of the state to be
brought to bear in an effort to prevent further abuse, neglect, and explOl
tatwn In doing so, the Legislature mt.ends to place the least possible
restncti6ns on personal liberty and the exercise of constitutional rights,
consistent with due process and protect10n from abuse, neglect, and
exploitation.
(2) DEFINITIONS -As used m this section·
(a} "Abuse" means treatment under which an aged or disabled person
is deprived, or allowed to be deprived, of necessary treatment, habihta
tlon, care, sustenance, clothmg, shelter, superv1s10n, or medical serv1c€s
essential to his well-bemg, or l'> permitted to live in an environment,
when such deprivation or environment causes, or 1s like1y to cause
impairment of physical or emotional health; or lS subJect to physical or
psychological mjury
(b) "Abused person" means any aged or disabled person who has been
subJected to abuse or whose cond1tion suggests that he has been abused
(c) "Aged person" means a prrson suffering from the infirmities of
aging as mamfested by organic bram damage, advanced age, or other
physical, mental, or emot10nal dysfunctionmg to the extent that the
person 1s impaired in his ability to adequately provide for his own care or
protect10n
(d) "Department" means the Department of Health and Rehabihta
tive Services
(e-) "Disabled person" means any person who suffers from a condition
of mental retardation, epilepsy, cerebral palsy, mental illness, or other
disability which causes the person to be substantially unable to protect
himself from the abusive conduct of others
(f) "Exploitation" means an unJUSt or improper use of another person
for one's own profit or advantage
(g) "Facility" means any pubhc or private hospital, training center,
chnic, school, or other program or service for aged or disabled persons.
{h) "Indicated report" means a report made pursuant to this section
when a protective mvestigat10n determines that some md1cation of abuse,
neglect, or explmtation exists
(1) "Neglect" means to omit, forbear. or fail to exercise a degree of
care and cautton that a prudent person would deem essential to insure
the well-bemg of an aged or disabled person and, by such omlssion, for�
bearance, or failure, significantly impair or jeopardize the physical or
emotional health of the aged or disabled person

(J) "Protective services" means those services, the obJective of which
is to protect an aged or disabled person. Such protective services shall
mclude, but shall not be limited to, evaluation of the need for se1 vices,
arrangements for appropriate livmg quarters, obtaining fmancial benefits
to which the person is entitlec:., or securing medical and legal services In
those situat10ns where exploitation, prevent10n of mJury, and protection
of the person and his property are at issue, protective services shall
mclude seeking the appomtment of a guardian for the person or seeking
protective placement
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(k) "Unfounded report" means a report made pursuant to this section
when a protective investtgat10n determines that no indication of abuse,
neglect, or exploitation exists
(3) REPORTS OF ABUSE, NEGLECT, OR EXPLOITATION OF
AGED OR DISABLED PERSONS REQUIRED.ta) Any person, mcludmg, but not hm1ted to, any.
1 Physician, osteopath, medical exam mer, chiropractor, nurse, or
hospital personnel engaged in the admiss10n, exammation, care, or treat
ment of persons
2 Health or mental health professlOnal other than one listed m sub•
paragraph 1
3. Practitioner who relies solely on spiritual means for healing.
4 Nursing home worker, adult congregate Jiving facthty worker, adult
day care center worker, social worker, or other professionul adult care,
foster care, res1denttal or mstitut10nal worker
5,

Law enforcement officer.

who knows, or ha� reasonable cau�e to suspect, that an aged or disabled
person is an abused, neglected, or exploited person shall immediately
report such knowledge or suspicion to the department's abuse registry on
the smgle statewide tollfree telephone number or directly to the local
office of the department responsible for mvesttgatwn of reports made
pursuant to this section
(b) Each report made by a person m an occupatlOn designated m
paragraph (a) shall be confirmed 10 writing by the mdiv1dual makmg the
report to the local office of the department w1thm 48 hours of the mttlal
report
(c) Reports involvmg known or suspected institutional abuse, neglect,
or expl01tat1on shall be made and received m the same manner as all
other 1 eports made pursuant to this section
(d) The statewide tollfree telephone number for the central abuse
registry shall be posted in all facilities operated by or under contract with
or hcensed by the department which provide services to aged or disabled
persons Such posting shall be clearly vmble and in a prominent place
w1thm the facility and shall be accompamed by the words, "To Report
the Abuse, Neglect, or Exploitation of an Elderly or Disabled Person,
Please call th€ Tollfree Number "
(4) MANDATORY REPORTING OF DEATH AND POSTMOR
TEM INVESTIGATION BY MEDICAL EXAMINER -Any person
reqmred to report or investigate cases of suspected abuse, neglect, or
eAploitation who has reasonable cause to suspect that an aged or disabled
person died as a result of abuse, neglect, or explo1tat1on, shall report his
suspic10n to the appropriate medical exammer The medical examiner
shall accept the report for investigation pursuant to s. 406 11 and shall
report his findings, in writing, to the local law enforcement agency, the
appropnate state attorney, and the department Autopsy reports main
tained by the medical examiner shall not be subject to the confidentiahty
requirements provided for m this sect10n.
(5) REPORTS OF INSTITUTIONAL ABUSE, NEGLECT, OR
EXPLOITATION -The department shall conduct a protective investi
gation of each report of mstitutional abuse, neglect, or ex.plOltation Upon
receipt of a report which alleges that an emp!oy€e or agent of the depart
ment actmg m an official capacity, has committed an act of abus€,
neglect, or expl01tat10n, the department shall immediately initiate a pro
tective mvest1gatlon and shall notify the state attorney m whose circuit
the alleged abuse, neglect, or exploitation occurred
(6)

ABUSE REGISTRY.-

(a) The department shall rstabhsh and maintam a central abuse reg
istry which shall receive reports made pursuant to this section in writing
or through a single statewide tollfree telephone number which any person
may use to report known or suspected abuse, neglect, or explo1tatton at
any hour of the day or night, any day of the week The abuse registry
shall he operated m such a manner as to enable the department to
L Immediately 1dent1fy and locate pnor reports or cases of abuse,
neglect, or explo1tat1on.
2. Regularly evaluate the effect1Veness of the department's program
for abused, neglected, or exploited persons through the development and
analysis of statistical and other mformation
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{b) Upon receiving an oral or written report of known or suspected
abuse, neglect, or expl01tation, the abuse registry shall immediately
notify the local office of the department with respect to the report, any
previous report concerning a subJect of the present report, or any other
pertinent information relative thereto.
(c) Upon completion of its investigation, the local office of the
department shall classify reports either as indicated or unfounded. All
identifying mformat10n m the abuse registry maintained in unfounded
reports shall be expunged immediately All 1dent1fymg information in the
abuse registry maintained m indicated reports shall be expunged from
the registry 7 years from the date of the last indicated report concermng
the same victim or the same perpetrator. All information, other than
identifying information, maintained m indicated or unfounded reports at
the time of expunct1on shall be disposed of in a manner deemed appro
priate by the department and pursuant to s. 1 1 9,041 and s 267.051(6)
Nothing in this section 1s intended to requ1re the expunction or destruc
t10n of case records or information required by the Federal Government
to be retained for future audit.
(7) PROTECTIVE INVEST!GATIONS (a) The department shall, upon receipt of a report of abuse, neglect,
or exploitation of an aged or disabled person, cause an immediate protec
tive mvesttgahon to be made and shall in turn, upon determining proba
ble cause, notify the state attorney. The department shall, within 24
hours of receipt of the report notify the appropriate human rights advo
cacy committee, as estabhshed pursuant to s 20 19(7), that an alleged
abuse has occurred, Such notice may be accomplished verbally or in writ�
ing and shall include the name of the person alleged to have been abused
and the nature of the report. The department shall provide protective
services under any of the followmg conditions:
1

The person demonstrates a need for, and requests, such services.

2, An interested person requests such services on behalf of a person m
need of services.
3

The department determmes a person is in need of such services

4

A court orders such services

(b) Voluntary services -An individual shall receive protective ser
vices voluntanly unless ordered by the court, requested by a guardian, or
provided in accordance with subsect10n (8).
(8)

INVOLUNTARY PROVISION OF SERVICES -
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(a) AU state, county, and mumcipal law enforcement and public agen
ctes have a duty to cooperate with the department and its employees,
transmit reports of abuse, neglect, and exploitation to the department,
and protect and enhance the welfare of aged or diMbled persons who are
potentially subJ ect to abuse, neglect, or exploitatmn detected by a report
made pursuant to this section.
(b) Any funds appropriated by counties for home health care or
boarding home, foster home, or nursmg home services may be matched
by st.ate and federal funds; such funds shall be utilized by the Depart
ment of Health and Rehabilitative Services for the benefit of aged or dis�
abled persons in said counties.
(c) The Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services may pur
chase services from any public or private institution, or institution or
agency within the state which meets the standards and rules prescribed
by the department for the proper care and supervision of abused, neglect
ed, or exploited persons.
(d) Every fac1hty serving aged or disabled persons shall inform resi
dents of their nghts to report abusive, neglectful, or exploit1ve practices
and shall establish appropriate policies and procedures to facilitate such
reporting.
( 10) CONFIDENTIALITY OF REPORTS AND RECORDS.(a) In order to protect the rights of the individual or other persons
responsible for the welfare of the aged or disabled person, all records con
cerning reports of abuse, neglect, or exploitation of the aged or disabled
person, mcluding reports made to the abuse registry and to local offices
of the department and all records generated as a result of such reports,
shall be confidential and exempt from the provisions of s 119.07(1), and
shall not be disclosed except as specifically authorized by this section.
{b) Access to such records, excluding the name of the person makmg
the report, which shall he released only as provided m paragraph (d),
shall be granted only to the following persons, officials, and agencies for
the followmg purposes
1 Employees or agents of the department responsible for carrymg out
protective investigations, ongomg protective services, or hcensure or
approval of nursing homes, adult congregate hvmg fac1ht1es, adult day
care centers or other facilities, used for the placement of aged or disabled
persons.
2 A law enforcement agency investigatmg a report of known or sus
pected abuse, neglect, or explmtation

(a) Every reasonable effort shall be made to secure the consent and
participation of the aged or disabled person in the assessment and resolu
t10n of his own need for protective services

3. The state attorney of the judicial circuit in which the aged or dis
abled individual resides or in which the alleged abuse, neglect, or exploi
tation occurred.

(b) Upon probable cause to believe that an aged or disabled person 1s
bemg abused, neglected, or explmted, a representative of the department,
accompamed by a law enforcement officer may enter a premises after
obtaining a court order and announcmg their authonty and purpose

4. Any aged or disabled person or perpetrator who is the subject of a
report or the subject's guardian, custodian, guardian ad htem, or counsel.

(c} Forcible entry shall be attained only after a court order has been
obtained, unless there is probable cause to believe that the delay mc1dent
of such an order would cause an aged or disabled person to incur a sub
stantial nsk of life-threatening physical harm.
(d) When, from the personal observation of a representative of the
department and a law enforcement officer, 1t appears probable that an
aged or disabled person 1s hkely to mcur a substantial nsk of
hfe-threatenmg physical harm or deterioratrnn if not immediately
removed from the premises, the department's representa.tive may, when
authorized by a court order, take into custody and transport, or make
arrangements for the transportation and payment thereof, the rndtvidual
to an appropriate medical or protective servtces facility.
(e) Whe n actu:m is taken under this sect10n, a preliminary hearing
shall be held within 48 hours of the sigmng of the court order, excluding
Saturdays, Sundays, and legal holidays, to establish probable cause for
grounds for protective placement.
(f) Upon a fmding of probable cause, the court may order temporary
placement for up to 4 days, pendmg the hearing for a need for rontmumg
services,
(9) COOPERATION WITH LAW ENFORCEMENT AND OTHER
AGENCIES.-

5 A court, by subpoena, upon its tmdmg that accesS to such records
may be necessary for the determinatwn of an issue before the court; how
ever, such access shall be limited to m camera inspection, unless the court
determines that public disclosure of the mformation contained therein is
necessary for the resolution of an issue then pending before 1t.
6. A grand Jury, by subpoena, upon its determination that access to
such records 1s necessary in the condurt of its official business
7

Any appropriate official of the department responsible for

a. Admimstration or supt:rvis10n of the department's program for the
prevention, mvest1gat10n, or treatment of abuse, neglect, or e:xploitat10n
when carrymg out his official function, or
b. Taking appropnate admm1strative action concerning an employee
of the department alleged to have perpetrated mstitutional abuse,
neglect, or ex.ploitation
8. Any person engaged in bona fide research or audit purposes. How
ever, no mformation identifying the subJe-cts of the report shall be made
available to the researcher unless such rnformation is absolutely essential
to the research purpose, suitable provision is made to mamtam the confi
dentiality of the data, and the department has given written approval
(c) The department may release to professional persons such infor
mation as is n ecessary for the diagnosis and treatment of the victim or
the person perpetratmg the abuse
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(d) The name of any person reportmg abuse, neglect, or exploitation
shall in no case be released to any person other than employees of the
department responsible for protective services, the abuse registry, or the
appropriate state attorney without the written consent of the person
1eportmg abuse, neglect, or E'x.plo1tat1on when deemed necessary by the
state attorney or the department to protec.t an aged or disabled person
who 1s the sub1ect of a report, provided that the fact that such person
made the report 1s not disclosed The department shall, upon receipt of
an apphcat10n of a person applying for approval or hcensure of a fac1hty
to care for the aged or disabled persons, whether such care is for Jess than
or more than 24 hours, search its abuse registry for the existence of an
md1cated report and the results of the adult protective assessment con
ducted pursuant thereto.
( 1 1 ) TRANSMITTAL OF RECORDS.-W,th respect to any case of
reported abuse of an aged or disabled person, the department, when
appropnate, shall transmit all reports received by it, which shall contain
the results of the mvest1gat10n, to the state attorney of the wunty where
the mc1dent occurred
(12) IMMUNITY -Anyone participating rn the making of a report
pursuant to this section or part1cipatmg m a Judicial proceeding resultmg
therefrom shall be presumed prima fac1e to be actmg tn good faith and in
so doing shall be immune from any habihty, civil or cnmmal, that other
wise mtght be mcurred or imposed Further, no resident or employee of a
facility serving aged or disabled persons shall be subJected to reprisal or
discharge because of his actions m reporting abuse pursuant to the
requirements of this section
(13) ABROGATION
OF
PRIVILEGED
COMMUNICATIONS -The privileged quality of commumcatwn between husband
and wife and between any professional person and his patient or client,
and any other privileged commun1cation except that between attorney
and client, as such communication relates to both the competency of the
witness and to the exclusion of confidential communications, shall not
apply to any s1tuat1on involving known or suspected abuse, neglect, or
exploitation and shall not constitute ground'> for failure to report as
required by this section, failure to cooperate with the department m its
acttv1t1es pursuant to this section, or failure to give evidence in any judi
cial proceedmg relating to abuse, neglect, or exploitatwn of an aged or
disabled person
(14) RULES TO BE PROMULGATED -The Department of Health
and Rehab1htative Servtces shall promulgate rules for the implementa
tion of this sect10n
(15)

PENALTIES -

(a) Any person reqmred by this sectwn to report a case of known or
suspected abuse, neglect, or explottation of an aged or drnabled person
who knowingly and willfully fails to do so, or who knowingly and willfully
prevents another person from domg so, 1s guilty of a misdemeanor of the
second degree, punishable as provided in s 775 082, s. 775 083, or s
775 084
(b) Any person who knowingly and willfully makes public or discloses
any confidential information contained in the abuse registry or m the rec
ords of any case of abuse, neglect, or explo1tat10n except as provided in
this sectwn, 1s gmlty of a misdemeanor of the second degree, punishable
as provided m s 775.082, s. 775.083, or 775 084
(c) Any person who knowingly or willfully abuses, neglects or exploits
an aged or disabled person and, m so doing, causes great bodily harm,
permanent d1sf1gurement, or permanent d1sab1hty to such person 1s
guilty of a felony of the third degree, punishable as provided m s 775 082,
s 775 083, or s. 775 084
(d) Any person who knowingly or willfully abuses, neglects, or
explmts an aged or disabled person IS guilty of a misdemeanor of the first
degree, punishable as provided m s. 775.082, s 775.083, or s 775 084.
Sectwn 2

Sectwn 410 035, Florida Statutes, ts amended to read

410 035 Subsidy payments ( 1 ) The department shall develop b y October 1, 1 983, estabhsfl by
nite By Janl:\ary 1, 1078, a schedule of subsidy payments to be made to
persons providmg home care for certain eligible elderly persons.
Payments shall lie no less than 10 fJereeat of the t,1fer,·adiRg rate 13au! lay
the eiepaFtment f:er t,he lowest ler,•el ef musing hemr e!H'e 8.Hde, s 4Q9 2G6,
anB. no greater thoa 46 pereeat. of said am01:mt Payments shall be based
on the fmanc1al status of the person receiving care. Payments shall
include, but not be limited to:
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(a) A support and maintenance element, to mclude costs of housmg,
food, clothing, and mc1dentals
(b) Payments for medical, pharmaceutical, and dental services essen
tial to maintam the health of the elderly person and not covered by Medi
care, Medica1d, or any form of msurance.
(c) When necessary, special supplements to provide for any service
and speciahzed care required to mamtam the health and well-being of the
elderly person
(2) The department shall develop a plan for the 1mplementat10n of
the schedule of a. 13rogl'Gffi ef umferffl: subsidy payments to persons pro
viding home care for the elderly
Sedion 3
repealed.
Section 4

Sections 4 10 10-410. 1 1, Florida Statutes, are hereby
Th1s act shall take effect July 1, 1983.

Amendment 2-In title, on page 1, hnes 1-9, strike everything before
the enacting clause and msert: A bill to be entitled An act relating to
the Department of Health and Rehab1Htstive Services, amending s
827.09, Florida Statutes, relating to protection of abused, aged, and dis
abled persons, requmng certain reports and authow:mg the department
t o take certain action with respect thereto, prov1dmg for certain conf1•
denttahty, prov1dmg penalties, amendmg s 410 035, Florida Statutes,
relating to subsidy payments, prov1dmg for development of a schedule of
subsidy payments by October 1, 1983; deleting minimum and maximum
hm1ts thereon, repealing ss. 410 10-410.11, Florida Statutes, relating to
the "Adult Protective Services Act;" prov1dmg an effective date
On motion by Senator Dunn, by two-thirds vote SB 124 as amended
was read the thud time by title, passed, ordered engrossed and then certi�
fied to the House. The vote on passage was
Yeas-36
Mr. President
Barron
Beard
Carlucci
Castor
Childers, D
Childers, W D.
Dunn
Fox

Frank
Gersten
Girardeau
Gordon
Grant
Grizzle
Hair
Henderson
Jenne

Jennmgs
Johnston
Ktrkpatnck
Malchon
Mann
Margolis
Maxwell
McPherson
Meek

Myers
Neal
Rehm
Scott
Stuart
Thomas
Thurman
Vogt
Wemstein

Nays-None
Vote after roll call.
Yea-Crawford, Langley
SB 545-A bill to be entitled An act relating to historic preservation,
designating Sunset Drive as a historic highway, providing defmitions;
prohibitmg the use of state funds for certain physical changes on or near
Sunset Duve; requiring the approval of the Division of Archives, History
and Records Management of the Department of State for other specified
changes; hm1ting the erectwn of signs, authorizmg the division to erect
markers and to obtain historic easements in property along the road, pro
Vldmg an effective date
-was read the second time by title
The Committee on Governmental Operations recommended the follow�
mg amendment which was moved by Senator Fox and adopted
Amendment

1-0n page 2, strike all of Imes 23-30 and msert.

(l} "Sunset Dnve" means those portions of Sunset DrJYe located
between Cartagena Plaza and Southwest 56th Avenue and between
Southwest 69th Avenue and Southwest 87th Avenue, otherwise known as
Galloway Road, in Dade County
On motion by Senator Fox, by two-thirds vote SB 545 as amended was
read the third time by title, passed, ordered engrossed and then certified
to the House. The vote on passage was
Yeas-37
Mr. President
Barron

Beard
Carlucci

Castor
Childers, D.

Childers, W D.
Crawford
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A bill to be entitled

1
2

An act relating to the Department of Health and

3

Rehabilitative Services; amending s. 827.09 1
Florida Statutes 1 relating to protection of

4
5

abused

6

certain reports and authorizing the department

7

to take certain action with respect thereto;
providing penalties; repealing ss. 410.10-

9

410.11, Florida Statutes, relating to the

10
11

11

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:

15
16
17

Section l.

(Substantial rewording of section.

22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

See

s. 827.09, F.S., for present text.)

19
21

Section 827.09, Florida Statutes, 1s

amended to read:

18
20

Adult Protective Services Acti '' prov1d1ng an

effective date.

12
14

aged, and disabled persons; requiring

827.09

Abuse, neglect, or exploitation of aged or

disabled persons.-(1)

LEGISLATIVE INTENT.--The Legislature recognizes

that there are many persons in this state who, because of age
or disability, are in need of protective services.

Such

services should allow the individual the same rights as ether
citizens, and at the same time protect the individual from
abuse, neglect, and exploitation.
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providing for certain con£1dentiality;

8

13

1

0 fr:)
li'

It is the intent of the

Legislature to provide for the detection and correction of
abuse, neglect, and exploitation and to establ1sh a program of

30

protective and supportive serv1ces for all persons in need of

31

them.

It is intended that the mandatory reporting of such
l
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cases will cause the protective services of the state to be

2

brought to bear in an effort to prevent further abuse,

3

neglect, and exploitation.

4

intends to place the least possible restrictions on personal

5

liberty and the exercise of constitutional rights, consistent

6

with due process and protection from abuse, neglect, and

7

exploitation.

In doing so, the Legislature

8

(2)

DEFINITIONS.--As used in this section,

9

(a)

11

10

Abuse 11 means treatment under which an aged or

disabled person is deprived, or allowed to be deprived, cf

11

necessary treatment, habil1tat1on, care, sustenance, clothing,

12

shelter, supervision, or medical services essential to his

13

well-being, or is permitted to live in an environment, when

14

such deprivation or environment causes, or is likely to cause

15

impairment of physical or emotional health.

16

(b)

"Abused person" means any aged or disabled person

17

who has been subjected to abuse or whose condition suggests

18

that he has been abused.

19

(c)

"Aged person" means a person suffering from the

20

in£1rm1t1es of aging as manifested by organic brain damage,

21

advanced age, or other physical r mental, or emotional

22

dysfunctioning to the extent that the person is impaired in

23

his ability to adequately provide for his own care or

24

protection.

25
26
27

(d)

"Department" means the Department of Health and

Rehabilitative Services.
(e)

"Disabled person" means any person who suffers

28

from a condition of mental retardation, epilepsy, cerebral

29

palsy, mental illness, or other disability which causes the

30

person to be substantially unable to protect himself from the

31

abusive conduct of others.
2
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2
3

(f)

"Exploitation" means an unjust or improper use of

another person for one 1 s _own profit or advantage.
(g}

"Fac1l1.ty 11 means any public or private hospital,

4

training center, cl1n1c, school, or other program or service

5

for aged or disabled persons.

5

(h)

"Indicated report 11 means a report made pursuant to

7

this section when a protective investigation determines that

8

some indication of abuse, neglect, or exploitation exists.

9

(i)

,,Neglect" means to omit, forbear, or fail to

10

exercise a degree of care and caution that a prudent person

11

would deem essential to insure the well-being of an aged or

12

disabled person and, by such om1ss1on, forbearance, or

13

failure, significantly impair or Jeopardize the physical or

14

emotional health of the aged or disabled person.

15

(j)

"Protective

services"

means those services,

the

16

obJective of which is to protect an aged or disabled person.

17

Such protective services shall include, but shall not be

18

limited to, evaluation of the need for services, arrangements

19

for appropriate living quarters, obtaining financial benefits

20

to which the person is entitled, or securing medical and legal

21

services.

22

of injury, and protection of the person and his property are

23

at issue, protective services shall include seeking the

24

appointment of a guardian for the person or seeking protective

25

placement.

26

(k)

In those situations where exploitation, prevent1on

"Unfounded report" means a report made pursuant to

27

this section when a protective investigation determines that

28

no indication of abuse, neglect, or exploitation exists.

29
30
31

(3)

REPORTS OF ABUSE, NEGLECT, OR EXPLOITATION OF AGED

OR DISABLED PERSONS REQUIRED.-(a)

Any person, including, but not limited to, any:
3
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1.

Physician, osteopath, medical examiner,

2

chiropractor, nurse, or hospital personnel engaged 1n the

3

admission, examination, care, or treatment of persons.

4
5
6
7
8

2.

Health or mental health professional other than one

listed in subparagraph 1.
3.

Pract1t1oner who relies solely on spiritual means

for healing.
4.

Nursing home worker, adult congregate living

9

facility worker, adult day care center worker, social worker,

10

or other professional adult care, foster care, residential er

11

institutional worker.

12

5.

Law enforcement officer.

13
14

who knows, or has reasonable cause to suspect, that an aged or

15

disabled person 1s an abused, neglected, or exploited person

16

shall immediately report such knowledge or suspicion to the

17

department's abuse registry on the single statewlde tollfree

18

telephone number or directly to the local office of the

19

department responsible for investigation of reports made

20

pursuant to this section.

21

(b)

Each report made by a person in an occupation

22

designated in paragraph {a) shall be confirmed in writing by

23

the individual making the report to the local office of the

24

department w1th1n 48 hours of the initial report.

25

(c)

Reports involving known or suspected 1nst1tut1onal

25

abuse, neglect, or exploitation shall be made and received in

27

the same manner as all other reports made pursuant to th1s

28

section.

29

(4)

MANDATORY REPORTING OF DEATH AND POSTMORTEM

30

INVESTIGATION BY MEDICAL EXAMINER.--Any person required to

31

report or investigate cases of suspected abuse; neglect; or
4
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exploitation who has reasonable cause to suspect that an aged

2

or disabled person died as a result of abuse, neglect, or

3

exploitation, shall report his suspicion to the appropriate

4

medical examiner.

5

report for invest1gat1on pursuant to s. 406.11 and shall

6

report his findings, in writing, to the local law enforcement

7

agency, the appropriate state attorney, and the department.

8

Autopsy reports maintained by the medical examiner shall not

9

be subject to the confidentiality requirements provided for in

10
11

The medical examiner shall accept the

this section.
(5)

REPORTS OF INSTITUTIONAL ABUSE, NEGLECT, OR

12

EXPLOITATION.--The department shall conduct a protective

13

investigation of each report of 1nstitut1onal abuse, neglect,

14

or exploitation.

15

an employee or agent of the department acting in an off1c1al

Upon receipt of a report which alleges that

16

capacity, has committed an act of abuse, neglect, or

17

exploitation, the department shall immediately initiate a

18

protective investigation and shall notify the state attorney

19

in whose circuit the alleged abuse, neglect, or exploitation

20

occurred.

21

(6)

ABUSE REGISTRY.--

22

(a)

The department shall establish and maintain a

23

central abuse registry which shall receive reports made

24

pursuant to this section in writing or through a single

25

statewide tollfree telephone number which any person may use

26

to report known or suspected abuse, neglect, or exploitation

27

at any hour of the day or night, any day of the week.

28

abuse registry shall be operated in such a manner as to enable

29

the department to:

30
31

1.

The

Immediately identify and locate prior reports or

cases of abuse, neglect, or exploitation.
5
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l

Regularly evaluate the effectiveness of the

2

department's program for abused, neglected, or exploited

3

persons through the development and analysis of statistical

4

and other 1nformation.

5

(b)

Upon receiving an oral or written report of known

6

or suspected abuse, neglect, or explo1tat1on, the abuse

7

registry shall immediately notify the local office of the

8

department with respect to the report, any previous report

9

concerning a subJect of the present report, or any other

10

pertinent information relative thereto.
{c)

11

Upon completion of its investigation, the local

12

office of the department shall classify reports either as

13

indicated or unfounded.

14

abuse registry maintained in unfounded reports shall be

15

expunged immediately.

15

abuse registry maintained in indicated reports shall be

17

expunged from the registry 7 years from the date of the last

18

indicated report concerning the same victim or the same

19

perpetrator.

20

information, maintained in indicated or unfounded reports at

21

the time of expunct1on shall be disposed of in a manner deemed

22

appropriate by the department and pursuant to s. 119.041 and

23

s. 267.051(6).

24

the expunct1on or destruction of case records or information

25

required by the Federal Government to be retained for future

26

audit.

All identifying information in the
All identifying information in the

All information, other than 1dent1£y1ng

Nothing 1n this section 1s intended to require

27

(7)

PROTECTIVE INVESTIGATIONS.--

28

(a)

The department shall, upon receipt of a report of

29

abuse, neglect, or exploitation of an aged or disabled person,

30

cause an immediate protective investigation to be made and

31

shall in turn, upon determining probable cause, notify the
6

10-1194-83
The department shall, within 24 hours of

1

state attorney.

2

receipt of the report notify the appropriate human rights

3

advocacy committee, as established pursuant to s. 20.19(7),

4

that an alleged abuse has occurred.

5

accomplished verbally or in writing and shall include the name

6

of the person alleged to have been abused and the nature of

7

the report.

8

under any of the following condi ti ens:

9

10
11
12
13
14

1.

Such notice may be

The department shall provide protective services
The person demonstrates a need for, and requests

1

such services.
2.

An interested person requests such services on

behalf of a person in need of services.
3.

The department determines a person is in need of

such services.

15

4.

16

(b)

A court orders such services.
Voluntary services.--An individual shall receive

17

protective services voluntarily unless ordered by the court,

18

requested by a guardian, or provided in accordance with

19

subsection ( 8) .

20

(8)

INVOLUNTARY PROVISION OF SERVICES.--

21

(a)

Every reasonable effort shall be made to secure

22

the consent and participation of the aged or disabled person

23

1n the assessment and resolution of his own need for

24

protective services.

25

(b)

Upon probable cause to believe that an aged or

26

disabled person is being abused, neglected, or exploited, a

27

representative of the department, accompanied by a law

28

enforcement officer may enter a premises after obtaining a

29

court order and announcing their authority and purpose.

30
31

(c)

Forcible entry shall be attained only after a

court order has been obtained, unless there is probable cause
7
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to believe that the delay incident of such an order would

2

cause an aged or disabled person to incur a substantial risk

3

of life-threatening physical harm.

4

(d)

When, from the personal observation of a

5

representative of the department and a law enforcement

6

officer, it appears probable that an aged or disabled person

7

1s likely to incur a substantial risk of life-threatening

8

physical harm or deterioration if not immediately removed from

9

the premises, the department's representative may, when

10

authorized by a court order, take into custody and transport,

ll

or make arrangements for the transportation and payment

12

thereof, the individual to an appropriate medical or

13

protective services facility.

14

(e)

When action is taken under this section, a

15

preliminary hearing shall be held within 48 hours of the

16

signing of the court order, excluding Saturdays, Sundays, and

17

legal holidays, to establish probable cause for grounds for

18

protective placement.

19

(f)

Upon a finding of probable cause, the court may

20

order temporary placement for up to 4 days, pending the

21

hearing for a need for continuing services.

22
23
24

(9)

COOPERATION WITH LAW ENFORCEMENT AND OTHER

AGENCIES. -( a)

All state, county, and municipal law enforcement

25

and public agencies have a duty to cooperate with the

26

department and its employees, transmit reports of abuse,

27

neglect, and exploitation to the department, and protect and

28

enhance the welfare of aged or disabled persons who are

29

potentially subject to abuse, neglect, or explo1tat1on

30

detected by a report made pursuant to this section.

31
8
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(b)

Any funds appropriated by counties for home health

2

care or boarding home, foster heme, or nursing home services

3

may be matched by state and federal funds; such funds shall be

4

utilized by the Department of Health and Rehabilctative

5

Services for the benefit of aged or disabled persons in said

6

counties.

7

(c)

The Department of Health and Rehabilitative

8

Services may purchase services from any public or private

9

institution, or institution or agency within the state which

10

meets the standards and rules prescribed by the department for

ll

the proper care and supervision of abused, neglected, or

12

explo1 ted persons.

13

(d)

Every facility serving aged or disabled persons

14

shall inform residents of their rights to report abusive,

15

neglectful, or explo1t1ve practices and shall establish

16

appropriate policies and procedures to facilitate such

17

reporting.

18

(1D)

19

{a)

CONFIDENTIALITY OF REPORTS AND RECORDS.-In order to protect the rights of the individual

20

or other persons responsible for the welfare of the aged or

21

disabled person, all records concerning reports of abuse,

22

neglect, or exploitation of the aged or disabled person,

23

including reports made to the abuse registry and to local

24

offices of the department and all records generated as a

25

result of such reports, shall be confidential and exempt from

26

the provisions of s. 119.07(1), and shall not be disclosed

27

except as specifically authorized by this section.

28

(b)

Access to such records, excluding the name of the

29

person making the report, which shall be released only as

30

provided in paragraph (d), shall be granted only to the

31

9
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2

following persons, officials, and agencies for the following
purposes:
1.

3

Employees or agents of the department responsible

4

for carrying out protective investigations, ongoing protective

6

congregate living facilities, adult day care centers or other

s
7

a

services, or licensure or approval of nursing homes, adult

facilities, used for the placement of aged or disabled
persons.

2.

9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

A law enforcement agency investigating a report of

known or suspected abuse, neglect, or exploitation.
3.

The state attorney of the JUd1c1al circuit in which

the aged or disabled individual resides or in which the
alleged abuse, neglect, or exploitation occurred.
4.

Any aged or disabled person or perpetrator who is

the subJect of a report or the subject's guardian, custodian,
guardian ad litem, or counsel.
5.

A court; by subpoena, upon its finding that access

to such records may be necessary for the determination of an
issue before the court; however, such access shall be limited
to in camera inspection, unless the court determines that
public disclosure of the information contained therein is
necessary £or the resolution of an issue then pending before
it.
6.

A grand jury > by subpoena; upon its determination

that access to such records is necessary in the conduct of its
official business.
7.

Any appropriate official of the department

responsible for:
a.

Administration or supervision of the department's

program for the prevention, investigation, or treatment of

31
10
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abuse, neglect, or exploitation when carrying out his off1c1al

2

function; or

3

b.

Taking appropriate administrative action concerning

4

an employee of the department alleged to have perpetrated

5

institutional abuse, neglect, or exploitation.
Any person engaged in bona fide research or audit

6

8.

7

purposes.

8

the report shall be made available to the researcher unless

9

such information is absolutely essential to the research

However, no information identifying the subjects of

10

purpose, suitable provision 1s made to maintain the

11

confidentiality of the data, and the department has given

12

written approval.

13

(c)

The department may release to professional persons

14

such information as 1s necessary for the diagnosis and

15

treatment of the victim or the person perpetrating the abuse.

16

(d)

The name of any person reporting abuse, neglect,

17

or exploitation shall 1n no case be released to any person

18

other than employees of the department responsible for

19

protective services, the abuse registry, or the appropriate

20

state attorney without the written consent of the person

21

reporting abuse, neglect, or explo1tat1on when deemed

22

necessary by the state attorney er the department to protect

23

an aged or disabled person who is the subject of a report,

24

provided that the fact that such person made the report is not

25

disclosed.

26

application of a person applying for approval or l1censure of

27

a facility to care for the aged or disabled persons� whether

28

such care is for less than or more than 24 hours, search its

29

abuse registry for the existence of an indicated report and

30

the results of the adult protective assessment conducted

31

pursuant thereto.

The department shall J upon receipt of an

ll
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(ll}

TRANSMITTAL OF RECORDS.--With respect to any case

2

of reported abuse of an aged or disabled person, the

3

department, when appropriate, shall transmit all reports

4

received by it, which shall contain the results of the

s

investigation, to the state attorney of the county where the

6

incident occurred.

7

(12)

IMMUNITY.--Anyone participating in the making of

B

a report pursuant to this section or participating in a

9

Judicial proceeding resulting therefrom shall be presumed

10

prirna facie to be acting in good faith and in so doing shall

ll

be immune from any liability, civil or criminal, that

12

otherwise might be incurred or imposed.

13

or employee of a fac1l1ty serving aged or disabled persons

14

shall be subJected to reprisal or discharge because of his

15

actions in reporting abuse pursuant to the requirements of

16

this section.

17

(13)

Further, no resident

ABROGATION OF PRIVILEGED COMMUNICATIONS.--The

18

privileged quality of commun1cat1on between husband and wife

19

and between any professional person and h1s patient or client,

20

and any other privileged communication except that between

21

attorney and client, as such comrnun1cat1on relates to both the

22

competency of the witness and to the exclusion of confidential

23

communications, shall not apply to any situation involving

24

known or suspected abuse, neglect, or exploitation and shall

25

not constitute grounds for failure to report as required by

26

this section, failure to cooperate with the department in its

27

activities pursuant to this section. or failure to give

28

evidence in any judicial proceeding relating to abuse,

29

neglect, or exploitation of an aged or disabled person.

30
31
12
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(14)

RULES TO BE PROMULGATED.--The Department of

2

Health and Rehabilitative Services shall promulgate rules for

3

the implementation of this section.

4

(15)

5

(a)

6

PENALTIES.-Any person required by this section to report a

case of known or suspected abuse, neglect, or exploitation of

7

an aged or disabled person who knowingly and willfully fails

8

to do so, or who knowingly and willfully prevents another

9

person from doing so, is guilty of a misdemeanor of the second

10

degree, punishable as provided in s. 775.082, s. 775.083, or

11

s. 775.084.

12

(b)

Any person who knowingly and willfully makes

13

public or discloses any confidential information contained in

14

the abuse registry or in the records of any case of abuse 1

15

neglect, or exploitation except as provided in this section,

16

1s guilty of a misdemeanor of the second degree, punishable as

17
18

provided in s. 775.082, s. 775.083, or 775.084.
(c)

Any person who knowingly or willfully abuses,

19

neglects or exploits an aged or disabled person and, in so

20

doing, causes great bodily harm, permanent disfigurement, or

21

permanent disability to such person 1s guilty of a felony of

22

the third degree, punishable as provided in s. 775.082, s.

23

775.083, or s. 775.084.

24

(d)

Any person who knowingly or willfully abuses,

25

neglects, or exploits an aged or disabled person is guilty of

26

a misdemeanor of the first degree, punishable as provided in

27

s. 775.082, s. 775.083, or s. 775.084.

28
29

30

Section 2.

Sections 410.10-410.11, Florida Statutes,

are hereby repealed.

Section 3.

This act shall take effect October 1, 1983.

31
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2

LEGISLATIVE SUMMARY

3

With respect to the protection of abused, aged, and
disabled persons, expands the 11st of persons required to
report abuse, neglect, or exploitation of such persons
and provides a time limit for reports. Provides for
mandatory reporting of death and postmortem investigation
by the medical examiner. Provides that the Department of
Health and Rehabilitative Services shall investigate each
report of institutional abuse.

4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
4

Provides for involuntary provision of services pursuant
to court order and provides for cooperation of all law
enforcement and other agencies with the department.
Provides for confidentiality of all reports and records
and provides access to such records for specified persons
under certain conditions.
Provides that the department shall promulgate rules.
Provides penalties for specified violations. Repeals ss.
410.10-410.ll, F.S., relating to the "Adult Protective
Services Act. 11

14
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SUMMARY:
A.

Present Situation:

-, , i:-l

Effect of Proposed Changes:
Senate Bill 998 combines the provisions of ss. 410.10 and
827.09, Florida Statutes, into a single section, making the
provisions compatible and providing a clearer approach to both
the mandatory reporting requirements and the delivery of
protective services to both the disabled and aged population.
The bill expands the suspected conditions which must be
reported to the abuse registry to include exploitation which is
defined as an unjust or improper use of another person for
one's own profit or advantage. It also provides for the
mandatory reporting of death and investigation by the medical
examiner and for the Department of Health and Rehabilitative
Services to investigate institutional abuse and report such
abuse to the state attorney.

II.

ECONOMIC IMPACT AND FISCAL NOTE:
A.

Public:
None.

B.

Government:
None.

II I.

COMMENTS:
None.

IV.

AMENDMENTS:

. , p r;i...qv�s.
,1

, cp,T�

l....:'119-025Q

,- , ,, ... _.Jk_ Carton ,) 2.,3(')

Currently, provisions relating to the protection of aged
persons from abuse or other maltreatment are found in two
sections of statute with some confli cts between the two. The
Adult Protective Services Act (ss. 410.10-410.11, F.S.)
pertains to the delivery of protective services to individuals
suffering from the infirmities of aging, whiles. S27.09,
Florida Statutes, deals with the reporting of abuse or other
maltreatment of both disabled persons and persons suffering
from the infirmities of aging.
B.

u
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CS for SB

1

A bill to be entitled

2

An act relating to the Department of Health and

3

Rehab1l1tat1ve Services, amending s. 827 09,

4

Florida Statutes, relating to protection of

5

abused, aged, and disabled persons; requiring

6

certain reports and author1z1ng the department

7

to take certain action with respect thereto;

8

providing for certain conf1dent1al1ty,

9

providing penalties; amending s. 410.035,
Florida Statutes, relating to subsidy payments;

11

providing for development of a schedule of

12

subsidy payments

13

m1n1mum and maximum l1m1ts thereon; repealing

14

ss, ,410,10-410.11, Florida Statutes, relating

15

to the

16

prov1d1ng an effective date.

11

Ta/laha see,
FL 32399 ��
!5 0
Ser/es -++"'-Carton l.2..-J.p

October 1, 1983, deleting

Adult Protective Services Act; 11

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida,

19
20
21

Section 1.

Section 827.09, Florida Statutes, is

amended to read.

22

{Substantial rewording of section.

23

s. 827.09, F.S., for present text)

24

827.09

25

disabled persons.--

26

•(l)

I
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Abuse, neglect, or exploitation of aged or

LEGISLATIVE INTENT.--The Legislature recognizes

27

that there are many persons in this state who, because of age

28

or disability, are 1n need of protective services.

29

services should allow the 1nd1v1dual the same rights as other

30

citizens, and at the same time protect the 1nd1v1dual from

31

abuse, neglect, and eKplo1tat1on.

Such

It 1s the intent of the

1
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1

Legislature to provide for the detection and correction of

2

abuse, neglect, and exploitation and to establish a program of

3

protective and supportive services for all persons in need of

4

them.

5

cases will cause the protective services of the state to be

6

brought to bear 1n an effort to prevent further abuse,

7

neglect, and explo1tat1on.

a

9

It is intended that the mandatory reporting of such

In doing so, the Legislature

intends to place the least possible restrictions on personal
liberty and the exercise of constitutional rights, consistent

10

with due process and protection from abuse, neglect, and

11

explo1tat1on.

12

(2)

DEFINITIONS.--As used in this section,

13

(a)

"Abuse 11 means treatment under wh:ich an aged or

14

disabled person is deprived, or allowed to be deprived, of

15

necessary treatment, hab1l1tat1on, care, sustenance, clothing,

16

shelter, supervision, or medical services essential to his

17

well-being; or is permitted to live 1n an environment, when

18

such deprivation or environment causes, or 1s likely to cause

19

impairment of physical or emotional health; or 1s subJect to

20

physical or psychological 1nJury

21

{b)

11

Abused person 11 means any aged or disabled person

22

who has been subJected to abuse or whose condition suggests

23

that he has been abused.

24

(c)

"Aged person" means a person suffering from the

25

inf1rrn1t1es of aging as manifested by organic brain damage,

26

advanc�d age, or other physical, mental, or emotional

27

dysfunct1on1ng to the extent that the person 1s 1mpa1red in

28

his ability to adequately provide for his own care or

29

protection.

30
31

(d)

"Department" means the Department of Health and

Rehabilitative Services.
2
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"Disabled person" means any person who suffers

2

from a condition of mental retardation, epilepsy, cerebral

3

palsy, mental illness, or other disability which causes the

4

person to be substantially unable to protect himself from the

5

abusive conduct of others

6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14

15
16

(£)

"Explo1tat1on" means an unJust or improper use of

another person for one 1 s own profit or advantage.
( g)

"Fac1l1ty 11 means any public or private hospita'l,

training center, clinic, school, or other program or service
for aged or disabled persons
(h)

"Indicated report" means a report made pursuant to

this section when a protective 1nvest1gat1on determines that
some indication of abuse, neglect, or exploitation exists.
( i)

11Neglect 11 means to om1 t, forbear, or £ail to

exercise a degree of care and caution that a prudent person
would deem essential to insure the well-being of an aged or

17

disabled person and, by s�ch omission, forbearance, or

18

failure, significantly impair or jeopardize the physical or

19

emotional health of the aged or disabled person.

20

(J}

"Protective services 11 means those services, the

21

obJective of which is to protect an aged or disabled person.

22

Such protective services shall include, but shall not be

23

limited to, evaluation of the need for services, arrangements

24

for appropriate l1v1ng quarters, obtaining financial benefits

25

to which the person 1s entitled, or securing medical and legal

26

services.

27

of injury, and protection of the person and his property are

28

at issue, protective services shall include seek1ng the

29

appointment of a guardian for the person or seeking protective

30

placement.

In those s1tuat1ons where exploitation, prevention

31
3
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"Unfounded report 11 means a report made pursuant to

(k)

2

this section when a protective investigation determines that

3

no indication of abuse, neglect, or explo1tat1on exists.

4
5

REPORTS OF ABUSE, NEGLECT, OR EXPLOITATION OF AGED

(3)

OR DISABLED PERSONS REQUIRED.--

6

(a)

7

1.

Any person, 1nclud1ng, but not limited to, any:
Physician, osteopath, medical examiner,

8

chiropractor, nurse, or hospital personnel engaged 1n the

9

adm1ss1on, examination, care, or treatment of persons.

10
11
12
13
14

2.

Health or mental health professional other than one

listed in subparagraph 1.
3.

Practitioner who relies solely on spiritual means

for healing.
4.

Nursing home worker, adult congregate l1v1ng

15

£ac1l1ty worker, adult day care center worker, social worker,

16

or other professional adult care, foster care, residential or

17

institutional worker.

18

5

Law enforcement officer.

19
20

who knows, or has reasonable cause to suspect, that an aged or

21

disabled person is an abused, neglected, or exploited person

22

shall immediately report such knowledge or suspicion to the

23

department's abuse registry on the single statewide tollfree

24

telephone number or d�rectly to the local office of the

25

department responsible for 1nvest1gat1on of reports made

26

pursuaqt to this section.

27

(b)

Each report made by a person in an occupation

28

designated in paragraph (a) shall be confirmed in writing by

29

the 1nd1vidual making the report to the local office of the

30

department within 48 hours of the 1nit1al report.

31
4
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5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

(c)

Reports involving known or suspected 1nst1tut1onal

abuse, neglect, or exploitation shall be made and received in
the same manner as all other reports made pursuant to this
section.
(d)

The statewide tollfree telephone number for the

central abuse registry shall be posted in all facilities
operated by or under contract with or licensed by the
departm'ent which provide services to aged or disabled persons.
Such posting shall be clearly visible and 1n a prominent place
within the facility and shall be accompanied by the words,

11

To

Report the Abuse, Neglect, or Explo1tat1on of an Elderly or
Disabled Person, Please call the Tollfree Number."
(4)

MANDATORY REPORTING OF DEATH AND POSTMORTEM

INVESTIGATION BY MEDICAL EXAMINER.--Any person required to
report or investigate cases of suspected abuse, neglect, or
exploitation who has reasonable cause to suspect that an aged
or disabled person died as a result of abuse, neglect, or

explo1tat1on, shall report his suspicion to the appropriate
medical examiner.

The medical examiner shall accept the

report for 1nvest1gat1on pursuant to s

406 11 and shall

report his findings, in writing, to the local law enforcement
agency, the appropriate state attorney, and the department.
Autopsy reports maintained by the medical examiner shall not
be subJect to the conf1dent1al1ty requirements provided for 1n
this section.

26

JS) REPORTS OF INSTITUTIONAL ABUSE, NEGLECT, OR
EXPLOITATION.--The department shall conduct a protective

28

investigation of each report of institutional abuse, neglect,

27
29

30
31

or exploitation.

Upon receipt of a report which alleges that

an employee or agent of the department acting in an official
capacity 1 has committed an act of abuse, neglect, or
5
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4
5
6

explo1tat1on, the department shall immediately 1n1t1ate a
protective 1nvest1gat1on and shall notify the state attorney
in whose circuit the alleged abuse, neglect, or explo1tat1on
occurred.
(6)

ABUSE REGISTRY.--

(a)

The department shall establish and maintain a

7

central abuse registry which shall receive reports made

a

pursuant to this section 1n writing or through a single

9
10

statewide tollfree telephone number which any person may use
to report known or suspected abuse, neglect, or explo1tat1on

11

at any hour of the day or night, any day of the week.

12

abuse registry shall be operated in such a manner as to enable

13

14
15
16

The

the department to·
l.

Immediately 1dent1fy and locate prior �eports or

cases of abuse, neglect, or explo1tat1on.
2.

Regularly evaluate the effectiveness of the

17

department's program for abused, neglected, or exploited

18

persons through the development and analysis of statistical

19

and other information.

20

(b)

Upon receiving an oral or written report of known

21

or suspected abuse, neglect, or exploitation, the abuse

22

registry shall immediately notify the local office of the

23

department with respect to the report, any previous report

24

concerning a subJect of the present report, or any other

25

pertinent 1nformat1on relative thereto.

26

,(c)

Upon completion of its investigation, the local

27

office of the department shall classify reports either as

28

indicated or unfounded.

29

abuse registry maintained in unfounded reports shall be

30

expunged immediately.

31

abuse registry maintained 1n indicated reports shall be

All identifying information in the
All identifying information in the
6
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1

expunged from the registry 7 years from the date of the last

2

indicated report concerning the same v1ct1m or the same

3

perpetrator.

4

information, maintained in indicated or unfounded reports at

5

the time of expunction shall be disposed of in a manner deemed

6

appropriate by the department and pursuant to s. 119.041 and

7

s. 267.051(6).

8

the expunction or destruction of case records or information

9

required by the Federal Government to be retained for future

10

All 1nformat1on, other than identifying

Nothing in this section 1s intended to require

audit.

11

(7)

PROTECTIVE INVESTIGATIONS.--

12

(a)

The department shall, upon receipt of a report of

13

abuse, neglect, or explo1tat1on of an aged or disabled person,

14

cause an immediate protective 1nvest1gat1on to be made and

15

shall in turn, upon determining probable cause, notify the

16

state attorney.

17

receipt of the report notify the appropriate human rights

18

advocacy committee, as established pursuant to s

19

that an alleged abuse has occurred.

20

accomplished verbally or in writing and shall include the name

21

of the person alleged to have been abused and the nature of

22

the report.

23

under any of the following conditions·

24
25
26
27
28
29
30

1.

The department shall, within 24 hours of
20.19(7),

Such notice may be

The department shall provide protective services
The person demonstrates a need for, and requests,

such services.
2.

An interested person requests such services on

behalf of a person in need of services
3.

The department determines a person is in need of

such services.
4.

A court orders such services.

31
7
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Voluntary serv1ces.--An individual shall receive

2

protective services voluntarily unless ordered by the court,

3

requested by a guardian, or provided in accordance with

4

subsection ( 8).

5

(8)

INVO�UNTARY PROVISION OF SERVICES.--

6

(a)

Every reasonable effort shall be made to secure

7

the consent and participation of the aged or disabled person

8

1n the assessment and resolution of h1s own need for

9

protective services

10

(b)

Upon probable cause to believe that an aged or

11

disabled person 1s being abused, neglected, or exploited, a

12

representative of the department, accompanied by a law

13

enforcement officer roay enter a premises after obtaining a

14

court order and announcing their authority and purpose.

15
16

(c)

Forcible entry shall be attained only after a

court order has been obtained, unless there is probable cause

17

to believe that the delay incident of such an order would

18

cause an aged or disabled person to incur a substantial risk

19

of life-threatening physical harm.

20

(d)

When, from the personal observation of a

21

representative of the department and a law enforcement

22

officer, 1t appears probable that an aged or disabled person

23

1s likely to incur a substantial risk of life-threatening

24

physical harm or deter1orat1on if not 1mmed1ately removed from

25

the premises, the department's representative may, when

26

authori�ed by a court order, take into custody and transport,

27

or make arrangements for the transportation and payment

28

thereof, the individual to an appropriate medical or

29

protective services facility.

30
31

(e)

When action is taken under this section, a

preliminary hearing shall be held within 48 hours of the
8
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1

signing of the court order, excluding Saturdays, Sundays, and

2

legal holidays, to establish probable cause for grounds for

3

4

protective placement.
(f)

Upon a finding of probable cause, the court may

S

order temporary placement for up to 4 days, pending the

6

hearing for a need for continuing services.

7

8

9
10

(9)

COOPERATION WITH LAW ENFORCEMENT AND OTHER

AGENCIES.-(a)

All state, county, and municipal law enforcement

and public agencies have a duty to cooperate with the

11

department and its employees, trans�1t reports of abuse,

12

neglect, and exploitation to the department, and protect and

13

enhance the welfare of aged or disabled persons who are

14

potentially subJect to abuse, neglect, or explo1tat1on

15

detected by a report made pursuant to this section.

16

(b)

Any funds appropriated by counties for home health

17

care or boarding home, foster home, or nursing home services

18

may be matched by state and federal funds, such funds shall be

19

utilized by the Department of Health and Rehabilitative

20

Services for the benefit of aged or disabled persons in said

21

counties.

22

(c)

The Department of Health and Rehabilitative

23

Services may purchase services from any public or private

24

institution, or institution or agency within the state which

25

meets the standards and rules prescribed by the department for

26

the proper care and supervision of abused, neglected, or

27

exploited persons.

28

(d)

Every facility serving aged or disabled persons

29

shall inform residents of their rights to report abusive,

30

neglectful, or exploitive practices and shall establish

31
9
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1

appropriate policies and procedures to facilitate such

2

reporting.

3

(J.O)

4

(a)

CONFIDENTIALITY OF REPORTS AND RECORDS.-In order to protect the rights of the individual

S

or other persons respons1ole for the welfare of the aged or

6

disabled person, all records concerning reports of abuse,

7

neglect, or explo1tat1on of the aged or disabled person,

8

including reports made to the abuse registry and to local

g

offices of the department and all records generated as a

10

result of such reports, shall be confidential and exempt from

11

the provisions of s. 119 07(J.), and shall not be disclosed

12

except as spec1f1cally authorized by this section

13

(b)

Access to such records, excluding the name of the

14

person making the report, which shall be released only as

15

provided 1n paragraph (d), shall be granted only to the

16

following persons, officials, and agencies for the following

17

purposes.

18

1.

Employees or agents of the department responsible

19

for carrying out protective investigations, ongoing protective

20

services, or licensure or approval of nursing homes, adult

21

congregate l1v1ng facilities, adult day care centers or other

22

facilities, used for the placement of aged or disabled

23

persons.

24
25
26

2.

A law enforcement agency investigating a report of

known or suspected abuse, neglect, or exploitation.
'3.

The state attorney of the Judicial circuit in which

27

the aged or disabled individual resides or in which the

28

alleged abuse, neglect, or exploitation occurred.

29

4.

Any aged or disabled person or perpetrator who is

30

the subJect of a report or the subJect's guardian, custodian,

31

guardian ad 11tem, or counsel.
10
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A court, by subpoena, upon its f1nd1ng that access

2

to such records may be necessary for the determination of an

3

issue before the court, however, such access shall be l1m1ted

4

to 1n camera inspection, unless the court determines that

5

public disclosure of the information contained therein is

6

necessary for the resolution of an issue then pending before

7

l t.

B
9
10

6.

A grand Jury, by subpoena, upon its determination

that access to such records 1s necessary in the conduct of its
off1c1al business.
Any appropriate off1c1al of the department

11

7.

12

responsible for:

13

a.

Admin1strat1on or supervision of the departroent's

14

program for the prevention, 1nvest1gat1on 1 or treatment of

15

abuse, neglect, or explo1tat1on when carrying out his official

16

function; or

17

b.

Taking appropriate administrative action concerning

18

an employee of the department alleged to have perpetrated

19

institutional abuse, neglect, or exploitation
Any person engaged in bona £1de research or audit

20

8.

21

purposes.

22

the report shall be made available to the researcher unless

23

such 1nformat1on 1s absolutely eSsent1al to the research

24

purpose, suitable provision 1s made to ma1nta1n the

25

conf1dent1al1ty of the data, and the department has given

26

writte� approval.

27

(c)

However, no 1nformat1on 1dent1fy1ng the subJects of

The department may release to professional persons

2B

such information as is necessary for the diagnosis and

29

treatment of the victim or the person perpetrating the abuse.

30
31

( d)

The name of any person reporting abuse, neglect,

or exploitation shall 1n no case be released to any person
11
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1

other than employees of the department responsible for

2

protectlve services, the abuse registry, or the appropriate

3

state attorney without the written consent of the person

4

reporting abuse, neglect, or explo1tat1on when deemed

5

necessary by the state attorney or the department to protect

6

an aged or disabled person who 1s the subJect of a report,

7

'provided that the fact that such person made the report 1s not

8

disclosed.

9

appl1cat1on of a person applying for approval or l1censure of

The department shall, upon receipt of an

10

a facility to care for the aged or disabled persons, whether

11

such care 1s for less than or more than 24 hours, search its

12

abuse registry for the existence of an indicated report and

13

the results of the adult protective assessment conducted

14

pursuant thereto.

15
16

(11)

TRANSMITTAL OF RECORDS.--With respect to any case

of reported abuse of an aged or disabled person/ the

17

department, when appropriate, shall transmit all reports

18

received by it, which shall contain the results of the

19

investigation, to the state attorney of the county where the

20

incident occurred

21

( 12)

IMMUNITY.--Anyone participating in the making of

22

a report pursuant to this section or part1c1pat1ng in a

23

Judicial proceeding resulting therefrom shall be presumed

24

prirna fac1e to be acting in good faith and 1n so doing shall

25

be immune from any liability, c1v1l or criminal, that

26

otherwi�e might be incurred or imposed.

27

or employee of a facility serving aged or disabled persons

28

shall be subJected to reprisal or discharge because of his

29

actions in reporting abuse pursuant to the requirements of

30

this section.

Further, no resident

31
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ABROGATION OF PRIVILEGED COMMUNICATIONS --The

2

pr1v1leged quality of comrnun1cat1on between husband and wife

3

and between any professional person and his patient or client,

4

and any other privileged comrnunicat1on except that between

5

attorney and client, as such comrnun1cat1on relates to both the

6

competency of the witness and to the exclusion of conf1dent1al

7

cornmun1cat1ons, shall not apply to any situation involving

8

known or suspected abuse, neglect, or explo1tat1on and shall

9

not constitute grounds for failure to report as required

by

10

this section, failure to cooperate with the department 1n its

11

act1v1t1es pursuant to this section, or failure to give

12

evidence 1n any Judicial proceeding relating to abuse,

13

neglect, or exploitation of an aged or disabled person

14

(14)

RULES TO BE PROMULGATED --The Department of

15

Health and Rehabilitative Services shall promulgate rules for

16

the implementation of this section.

17
18
19

(15)
(a)

PENALTIES.-Any person required by this section to report a

case of known or suspected abuse, neglect, or exploitation of

20

an aged or disabled person who knowingly and willfully fails

21

to do so, or who knowingly and willfully prevents another

22

person from doing so, is guilty of a misdemeanor of the second

23

degree, punishable as provided in s. 775 082, s. 775 083, or

24

s. 775.084.

25

(b)

Any person who knowingly and willfully makes

26

public or discloses any confidential information contained in

27

the abuse registry or in the records of any case of abuse,

28

neglect, or exploitation except as provided in this section,

29

is guilty of a misdemeanor of the second degree, punishable as

30

provided 1n s. 775.082, s. 775.083, or 775.084.

31
13
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Any person who knowingly or willfully abuses,

2

neglects or exploits an aged or disabled person and, in so

3

doing, causes great bodily harm, permanent disfigurement, or

4

permanent disability to such person

5

the third degree, punishable as provided in s. 775.082, s

6

775.083, or s. 775.084.

7

(d)

1$

guilty of a felony of

Any person who knowingly or willfully abuses,

8

neglects, or exploits an aged or disabled person 1s guilty of

9

a misdemeanor of the first degree, punishable as provided 1n

10
11
12

s. 775.082, s. 775 083, or s
Section 2.

775 084

Section 410.035, Florida Statutes, 1s

amended to read:

13

410.035

14

( 1)

Subsidy payments

The department shall develop by October 1, 1983,

15

ee�eb¼:sfl by ��¼e ey JaR�a�y �; �9�8 7 a schedule of subsidy

16

payments to be made to persons providing home care for certain

17

eligible elderly persons.

18

�e�eeH� ef tfle ��eva�±�Hg �a�e �a�a By tfle 6e�a�tffleRt fe� tfle

19

±ewest ±evei ef ���s�Rg fleffle ea�e �R6e� s- 499��66 7 aR6 Re

20

g�ea�e� �flaH 45 �e�eeHt eE ea�a affle�Ht- Payments shall be

21

based on the financial status of the person receiving care

22

Payments shall include, but not be limited to:

23
24
25

(a)

Pa'.iffle��s sfla±± Be He ±ess �flaH �9

A support and maintenance element, to include

costs of housing, food, clothing, and incidentals.
(b)

Payments for medical, pharmaceutical, and dental

26

servic&s essential to maintain the health of the elderly

27

person and not covered by Medicare, Medicaid, or any form of

28

insurance.

29

(c)

When necessary, special supplements to provide for

30

any service and specialized care required to maintain the

31

health and well-being of the elderly person.
14
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The department shall develop a plan for the

2

implementation of the schedule of a ��eg�am ef �H�fe�m subsidy

3

payments to persons providing home care for the elderly.

4
5
6

Section 3.

Sections 410.10-410 11, Florida Statutes,

are hereby repealed.
Section 4.

This act shall take effect July 1, 1983.

7
8
9
10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

22
23
24

25
26

27
28
29
30
31
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SUMMARY:

A.

Present Situation:

Currently, provisions relating to the protection of aged
persons from abuse or other maltreatment are found in two
sections of statute with some conflicts between the two. The
Adult Protective Services Act (ss. 410.10-410.11, F.S.)
pertains to the delivery of protective services to individuals
suffering from the infirmities of aging, while s. 827.09,
Florida Statutes, deals with the reporting of abuse or other
maltreatment of both disabled persons and persons suffering
from the infirmities of aging.

Sections 410.031 through 410.036, F.S., provide the statutory
authority for the Home Care for the Elderly (HCE) program
which, according to legislative intent, is designed to
"encourage the provision of care for the elderly in family-type
living arrangements in private homes as an alternative to
institutional or nursing home care for such persons". All home
care recipients at least meet the Medicaid requirements for the
lowest level of nursing home care and, according to a 1982
study, the average HCE recipient is an 83 year old widowed
female who has been living with a son or daughter for 10 years
or longer and is severely or totally impaired.

Section 410.035, F.S., specifies that subsidies paid to
providers of home care are to be established in rule and are to
be no less than 10 percent nor more than 45 percent of the
prevailing rate paid by the Department of Health and
Rehabilitative Services (HRS) for the lowest level of nursing
home care. This section also specifies that payments are to be
based on the financial status of the person receiving care. In
Fiscal Year 1982-83, with an appropriation of $3.14 million,
2,852 recipients received care under this program which is an
estimated 3.44 percent of the target population. According to
the department's statistics, the average HCE recipient cost in
1982 was $134.70 per month compared to the prevailing rate paid
by HRS for the lowest level of nursing home care of $853.

The April 1, 1983, implementation of the Title XIX nursing home
reimbursement plan (Gainesville Plan) makes obsolete the
reference in s. 410.035, F.S., to the prevailing rate paid by
the department for the lowest level of care. The department
now pays a single rate regardless of a resident's level of
care. Continuing to tie the HCE reimbursement rate to the
nursing home reimbursement rate could result in a cut in the
number of HCE recipients receiving a subsidy, unless that
program receives an increased appropriation equivalent to that
received for nursing home reimbursement under the Gainesville
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Plan. The requirement that the department establish its HCE
subsidy schedule by rule has made it administratively difficult
to modify the schedule.
B.

Effect of Proposed Changes:
Senate Bill 998 combines the provisions of ss. 410.10 and
827.09, Florida Statutes, into a single section, making the
provisions compatible and providing a clearer approach to both
the mandatory reporting requirements and the delivery of
protective services to both the disabled and aged population.
The bill expands the suspected conditions which must be
reported to the abuse registry to include exploitation which is
defined as an unjust or improper use of another person for
one's own profit or advantage. It also provides for the
mandatory reporting of death and investigation by the medical
examiner and for the Department of Health and Rehabilitative
Services to investigate institutional abuse and report such
abuse to the state attorney. The definition of abuse is
expanded to include acts of commission.
The proposed bill deletes the requirement that the subsidy
schedule be established in rule, directs the department to
develop a subsidy schedule by October 1, 1983, and deletes the
requirement that payments fall between 10 percent and 45
percent of the prevailing rate paid by the department for the
lowest level of nursing home care. The schedllle developed by
the department would need to be based on the legislative
appropriation for HCE and the number and financial status of
clients to receive subsidies.

II.

ECONOMIC IMPACT AND FISCAL NOTE:
A.

Public:
None.

B.

Government:
With the removal of the language tying the HCE subsidy to the
prevailing nursing home rate, providers of home care services
could receive a different subsidy than they are now receiving.
Whether their subsidy increases or decreases would depend on
the funds appropriated by the Legislature and the schedule
developed by the department.

III.

COMMENTS:
None.

IV.

AMENDMENTS:
The provisions of CS for SB 998 passed the Legislature as SB 124.
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At present, Section 410.10 pertains only to the delivery of
protective services to individuals -- suffering from the infirmities
of aging, while Section 827.09 mandates the reporting of abuse,
neglect or exploitation of both disabled adults and those suffering
from the infirmities of aging. Section 410.10 was designed for the
delivery of protective services, whereas, Section 827.09 was the
mandatory reporting law. Currently, these two statutes are not
compatible. Also, current statutory language does not require
timely responses from the State Attorney upon receipt of an abuse
referral. By moving elements from Section 410.10 to Section 827.09,
it will provide a more complete and clearer approach to both the
mandatory reporting and delivery of protective services to both the
disabled and aged population.
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Protective Services Act", thereby eliminating the confusion and
1ncompatability. Also, it will allow the State of Florida to better
protect its disabled and elderly population by making it a crime to
abuse, neglect, or exploit this population group. Implementation
of these amendments, in most cases (See Section III comments), should
improve the Adult Protective Services efforts, as the statute will
provide more leeway for the use of emergency services. Disabled
clients will benefit from this provision, as staff could proceed with
emergency removals for this population group, as appropriate.
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COMMtNTS (Potential Programmatic Problems, Barriers to
Implementation, Legal Issues):

SB 998 is a companion.bill to HB 644. Due to the short response
time on HB 644, we offer the following comments:

(l),}The proposed amendments do not include concise procedures for
��� petitioning of the courts in instances where emergency removals
are necess·ary. Since much confusion has existed in this area
under the current Adult Protective Services guidelines, more
detailed language would assist in statewide, uniform implementa
� V- tion of the emergency p rotective se r vices program.

Definitions: The def1nit1on of abuse appears to be lacking in
at no re erence 1s made to 11 physical or psychological in3ury
inflicted other than by accidental means:' Since the maJority
of the cases covered by the statute hav.e the potential for court
action, extreme caution should be used in limiting the definition
of abuse to instances of depr1vat1on.

(3)
(4)

Section 5: HB 644_h.a-s---provisions re'qu1ring the State Attorney to
1nvest1gate with SJ.5.=day.<;..1, upon receipt of an abuse referral. We
recommend similar language in SB 998.

Section 7: The proposed amendment provides that HRS investigate
each incident of institutional abuse. Yet, the language for ·
p�c t 1 ve investigations an t.s..J....Q-e---i-A-s.tJ....tu tiQ.n_al set_t 1ngs aJ)_Qe a r s
weaker. W_g____:r:.e.£2.!!:._mend wording similar to that regarding institutional
abuse 1n Section .

�---------.

We recommend removal of paragraph B, as it would
(5), ,?.,c:-;�;;-i:"'7;'-pro a ly be more appropriately addressed under the Optional State
Supplementation (OSS) statutory reference.
Since confidentiality questions frequently occur in
to HRACs and LTCOCs, it would appear that statutory
this section could resolve these questions.

IV.

SUGGESTED CHANGES IN BILL:
(1)

(2)

(3)

Include more detailed language conce r ning court petitions, court
ordered placements and the Department role unde:r court ordered
protective services.

c-- --------

Expand defini_:t_io.n_o_:f___p.buse to include 11 hysical or psychological
--±nj,:iry[n-flicted othertriarr--b-Y. accidental" means"or .... (cont.iliue
as written 1n proposed brI'tj-;-�
42._

Add the word each 1 ' in paragraph (7) (a) before "report of abuse,
neglect, or exp 01tation11 , in order to strengthen non-institutional
investigations.
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Fed.eral
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C.

VI.

Local
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By Representative Spaet
A bill to be entitled
An act relating to the Department of Health and

2

Rehabilitative Services: amending s. 827.09,

Florida Statutes, relating to protection of
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.
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•.o

abused, aged, and disabled persons; requiring

'

certain reports and authorizing the department
to take certain action with respect thereto:

c.c

�-·-

providing for certain confidentiality;
providing penalties: providing an effective
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12 Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
13

"

IS
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Section 1.

(Substantial rewording of section.

827.09 Abuse, neglect, or exploitation of aged or
disabled persons.-(!)

21

See

s. 827.09, F.s., for present text.)

17

19

Section 827.09, Florida Statutes, is

amended to read:

16

:: E 18
Ce

date.

10

LEGISLATIVE INTENT.--The Legislature recognizes

that there are many persons in this state who, because of age

l2 or disability, are in need of protective services. Such
23 services should allow the individual the same rights as other
citizens, and at the same time protect the individual from

25 abuse, neglect, and exploitation. It is the intent of the
26 Legislature to provide for the detection and correction of

27 abuse, neglect, and exploitation and to establish a program of
28

protective and supportive services for all persons in need of

29

them.

JO

cases will cause the protective services of the state to be

31

brought to bear in an effort to prevent further abuse,

It is intended that the mandatory reporting of such
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1.23

11 neolect, ann. explcntatton.

'I

intends to place the least p0�s1b1e restrictions on per�onal

4'

with due proce•,::; ,)rtd prot�ct10T1 from ahuso, neqleet,.. and

,l
,I

liberty and the exetc1se •Jf c-onstituttona l r1'-:)hts, cons1stPnt

exploitation.
121

la)

DEFPlI'l'IONS. --As ur,P<'!. 1n th1 S '3PCt 10n:

"Abuse" means treatment unrler wn1ch ari .J.'led or

si disabled person 1s OeprJ'H•d, or .\lJowPd to b"' dr:>pr1v,,,a, of
I

1.24

11. 25

I 1. 26

!1. 28

1.29

neC�3SdtY tteatment, habtlttatLon, c3r�, �ustenance, clothing,

1. 30

tiJt shelter, supervision, 01 med1cal seru1<"'�S e,9.;ent11. l to his

11] we11-be1ng, or is permitted to Jive 1n n.n �nvironment, when
•,uch depr1vation or environment

;2

(b)
I

I

I

r.-tHl' "'"'•

or

1c

"Abu�ed person" m,:,an::. any ag0i! or 01!=ab1ed person

that he has been abused.
{c}

"Aged pers.on'' means a persnn .;uffering from the

ad•,unced age, or <)ther phys1<::c1l, •1wnt<1.l, or PTT10t1nnc1.l
,0

h1;, ahiJity t,J a(1t><f\iatP}y r,ro•rtcle Fnr hie:: own <'dfe nr

i1. 11
11. 32
;1. 33

,I l. 34
ll.35

,'1. 36

I,, 3 7

prrJtertron.

?· 38

{ell

Rehab1l1-tat1•re Ser'nres.

l. 39

l. 40

I L.41
lei person tc be subc,tant1nllj unab)0. +:o prntPCt himself fiorn th2

:e

I

abus1ve cnnduc-t of othPr<:.

anothet pers,._rn for one'c; own profJt at .:idvc1nt;i.:_1e.
2

1

1. 42

l1.43

'1 1. 44
1.45

173-486A-3-3
"Facility" means any public or private hospital,

1.46

training center, clinic, school, or other program or service

1.47

for aged or disabled persons.

L48

(gl

(h)

"Indicated report" means a report made pursuant to

1.49

this section when a protective investigation determines that

1.50

some indication of abuse, neglect, or exploitation exists.

1. 51

(i)

"Neglect" means to omit, forbear, or fail to

exercise a degree of care and caution that a prudent person

1.52
1.53

would deem essential to insure the well-being of an aged or
10 disabled person and, by such omission, forbearance, or
11

failure, significantly impair or Jeopardize the physical or

12 emotional health of the aged or disabled person.
13

(J)

"Protective services" means those services, the

14 obJective of which is to protect an aged or disabled person.
16

17

18

1.54
1.55
1.56
1.57

Such protective services shall include, but shall not be

1.58

limited to, evaluation of the need for services, arrangements

1.59

for appropriate living quarters, obtaining financial benefits
to which the person is entitled, or securing medical and legal
In those situations where exploitation, prevention

19

services.

w

of injury, and protection of the person and his property are

2I

at issue, protective services shall include seeking the

1. 60
1.61
1.62

22 appointment of a guardian for the person or seeking protective

L 63

"Unfounded report" means a report made pursuant to

1.64

23 placement.

24

(kl

25

this section when a protective investigation determines that

26

no indication of abuse, neglect, or exploitation exists.

27

lB

,,:1

(3)

REFORTS OF ABUSEt NEGLECT, OR EXPLOITATION OF AGED

1.65
1.66

OR DISABLED PERSONS REQUIRED. -(a)

Any person, including, but not limited to, any:

3

1.68

173-486A-3-3

ii
I

1.

Pfiys1c2,"1n, ost�op.:,tb, med.1cal examiner,

l
'1

7.

Hf>alti--- or rne;,taJ heu1th professional ulher Lhan one 11- 72

)1.69

2 -::h1.1opractor, n11rse-, nt m,sp1t�1 personn�l en<._1aq':'d 1n the
1
l, adm1s<s1on, exam1natJrrn, ,_::ure, or treatmF"nt of pe1 son•;.

11. 70

)I listen 1n s11bparagraph l.

I

3. Practit1on0r who rel1.eE solely Qn sp111tual meqn<
'I
I for heaJJng.
'I

I

'I

4.

�: fac:1.l1t'/ work;t!r, ddUlt <iay C,ll'.€' center worker:, o::;oc1al worker,

iu, or: otl:!P.r profes<.,1nnal :.d.11]t care, foc-ter r:o.r�.', re<1d!'>nt1al or

,1

!

"I

131

14

!

1.n�titut-1.onal worke>r.
5.

�aw enforcernPnt nff1c�1.

who knows, or ha� r,iasonable

c.:,1ViP

tn susoect, thc>t an aged or

I

JI

••

telepnonc '1UMbe• or d1 r:e•·• l'._' '--o r-b,� 1ocd.1 oft ic:0

dest<Jnateri in pcn3or-roli (J.) sh�]1 liP ,:::0nt1rIT1PO. 1n wr1t1n'J by

23, the ind1<11.-'lc•,:,J ;ll:,)<1n11 t-he 1f'po1t tc., the local off1ce <}f the
241 rlepartment 1,nth1n 48 hciur: "' oft-he 1n1t1cd. ceport.
(c}

23

I

Perorts 1nv0l•11n<::1 lrnown 01 su•·rectf;d 1n•,t1tul1.on;:il

the ,;n.Tce mann<>1 ,.,, all oth<'r re•)ort
s�ct1.on.

3"

made purS!Jiint to th Ls

>AANDNl'0RY FrPnP.Tl NG ()F l)fll.'I'H ,\tlD PQS'NORTFN

:O, INVES1'JGATION HY M£DfCAL rxi\MnffR.--An�· pot <> ,,11 requ,,.eil to
31

!1. 76

11. 77

l1. 19

;i. 80

I

!1. 81

''

11. 82
: 1. 81

(b}

I

11.15

:1. 73

d, shal] 1.m.--ned1at�l'f r�port such knowle,lq,._. 0r sus:p1c:1.nn to Lhe

F'

1. 74

report or 1.n•:e>3l VF\h:' c,,::.es r;f su <,opct,-.d <-1husc, negl�rt, or
4

IL 84

:2. I

'2 • .?
i

l2. 3

;2. 4

(2. 5

!2.6
I

2. 7

173-486A-3-3
exploitation who has reasonable cause to suspect that an aged

2.8

or disabled person died as a result of abuse, neglect, or

2.9

exploitation, shall report his suspicion to the appropriate
4 medical examiner.

'

10
11

"

The medical examiner shall accept the

report for investigation pursuant to s. 406.11 and shall

report his findings, in writing, to the local law enforcement

2.11

agency, the appropriate state attorney, and the department.

2.12

Autopsy reports maintained by the medical examiner shall not

2.13

be subJect to the confidentiality requirements provided for in

2.14

this section.
(5)

REPORTS OF INSTITUTIONAL ABUSE, NEGLECT, OR

2.15

EXPLOITATION.--The department shall conduct a protective

]3

investigation of each report of institutional abuse, neglect,

14

or exploitation.

15

an employee or agent of the department acting in an official

16

capacity, has committed an act of abuse, neglect, or

17

exploitation, the department shall 1mmed1ately initia te a

18

Upon receipt of a report which alleges that

1n whose circuit the alleged abuse, neglect, or exploitation

21

the report and, no later than 15 days after completing the

w occurred.

23

,.

2.16
2.17
2.18
2.19

protective invest1gat1on and shall notj fy the state attorney

19

22

2.10

The state attorney shall immediately 1nvest1gate

2.20
2.21
2.22

investigation, shall repo rt his findings to the department.
{6)

ABUSE REGISTRY.--

2.23

(a)

The department shall establish and maintain a

2.23

25

central abuse registry which shall receive reports made

27

sta tewide tollfree telephone number which any person may use

u pursuant to this section in writing or through a single

2.24
2.25

�

to report known or suspected abuse, neglect, or exploitation

2.26

29

at any hour of the day or night, any day of the week.

2.27

The

30

abuse registry shall be operated tn such a manner as to enable

31

the department to:
5
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1.

Immediately 1dent1fy and locate prior reports or

cases of abuse, neglect, or explo1tat1on.

2. ReguJ�rly evaluate the efft-ct1"enes<.: of thp
JI
p
4 1 de artment• s proqram foe abuserl, neglected, or e>:p101- ted

,I

persons through the deve]npment ana ana1ys1s o� �tat1st1cal

]
6 and other 1nformat1on.
I
Upon rece1v1ng an ocaJ or wr1tten report of �nown
(b)
71

'1
,I

!t-j

]2. 32
2.33

department with respect to the report, anv previous report

12. 3"'1

registry �hall immediately notify the local office of the

( cl

upon completion of its 1n<re,1t1gat1on, thP local

office of the department shall clas�1ty reports either as
1nd1cated or unfounr1ed.

All 1-dent1fylnq 1nfot:fll.at1on 1n tne

abuse registry ma1nta1nect 1n unfounded reports shall bE'

171 expunged 1mm<"d1ately.

[2. 36

!::.37

I,,. ,a

i'-39

/2.41

All 1dent1fy1ng 1nformat1on 1n thF>

18/ ahu.se req1stry maintainer! ln 1nd1cated terort"' shall b�

191 eYpunge'l from the registry 7 years frrim the date of th� last
/
20 1nd1cated report concerPJn<.:1 t'le same v1�t1m or the same
2"\, r,erpetrator.

n:I

31

or su�pected abuse, neglect, or explo1tat1on, th� abuse

121 pertinent information relat1ve thereto.

"I

12·

!2. 34

concern1nq a �ubJe�t of the present report, or any other

15'

12.28
29
.
2
1
2.30

1nformat1on, ma1nta1nPd .1n 1nd1cated 0r uT"Jfr:iut"cle'.3 rE'r>orts at

•

),. 42
:2. 43

,', 2. 44

I 2. 45

:J the time of expunct1on c;hal l bE- d1spoc ed of 1n a manner deE>med
I
:2 • .16
24 appcopr1ate by the <iepartmenr and pur,,,,dnt to s. 119. 041 and

"
is
JO

<;.

26-7.05lf6).

Noth1nq 1n th1� sect1on 1'c 1ntPnOed to rec;:uire I,. 47

thF> expunct1on or destruction

<Jf

case rec,Jrd.s 0r 1nformat1.�1n

required by the FederaJ Government to be retained for future

audit.

(7)

(a)

PPOTECTIVF' INVI:STir.ATtONS.--

The <lE>p art!'lent sba11, upon rerP LPl of d report of

311 abuse, neglect, ot €>'<plo1t3t;on of an aoed or disabler� P"rson,
6

,2. 48

\2.49

2.sa
:.
2. 51

1

l73-486A-3-3
cause an immediate protective investigation to be made and
shall in turn, upon determining probable cause, notify the
state attorney.

The state attorney shall immediately

2.5
2.5

investigate the report and, no later than 15 days after

4

completing the investigation, shall report his findings to the
department.

2.5

The department shall, within 24 hours of receipt

of the report notify the appropriate human rights advocacy

2. 5,

committee, as established pursuant to s. 20.19(7), that an
alleged abuse has occurred.

Such notice may be accomplished

10

verbally or in writing and shall include the name of the

11

p ers on alleged to have been abused and the nature of the

2.51

The department shall provide protective services

12

report.

13

under any of the following cond1t1ons:
1.

14

2.5

The person demonstrates a need for, and requests,

2.6(

such services.

15

2.

16

An interested person requests such services on

2. 6]

17 behalf of a person in need of services •
3.

18

The department determines a person is in need of

2.6:

such services.

19

4.

20

(b)

A court orders such services.

2. 6-1

Voluntary services.--An individual shall receive

2. 6�

pr otective services voluntarily unless ordered by the court,

2. 6f

23

requested by a guardian, or provided in accordance \ollth

2. 6�

24

<:1ubsection {8).

21

22

26

(8)

INVOLUNTARY PROVISION OF SERVICES.--

(a)

Every reasonable effort shall be made to secure

27

the consent and participation of the aged or disabled person

28

in the assessment and resolution of his own need for
protective services.

29
30
31

2. 7(

\

I

(b)

Upon probable cause to believe that an aged or

disabled person is being abused, neglected, or exploited, a
7
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2. 7.

enfc:,rc,_r-,t•i,t off1ci->:r may enter a preml"£>'1 ..ifter- ritJtain1n'] a
PQ:rr1hle entry shiill he atta.1-ne<l only after a

C<._)Urt ord('r has been 0bta1ned, nn]ess there .1-<: probable ca'1se
t0 l'e-J H'Vf.>. tb,H the delay inc:i.r'lent of such an or<ler wou)d

Cd.Ufe s:in cl'Jer1 or '11 sableO person to tncur u £!1hc;tant1"l] n.sk

81 nt l 1fe-threaten1nq physical harm.
WhPn, frmn ':h'=' person<1l ob-:crv.J.t 1tm 0f a

J
"I"

"I'
14

phy"lC:3.l 1nrm or <':l.eter1ovi.t1on 1.f not 1mmPd1ately removed from
th"' prem1<:;r>s, thl:' department's repres�ntative ma/, when

autho:ru:ed b7 a court order, take into cu�t0Cy �nd transport,

17

ther,...,f, the 1nJundual to an 3ppropr1at':' medical or
W>Jen dct1on 1s tah..-n under th1

e:

sec lion,

2.74

2.75

2. 76

j 2. 77

12.78
2.79

15;

,, I

2,73

12,ao
2.81
2.82

'.2.83

3.

?O! pre]lfT!Jnarv hPar1nq shal) be h':"-ld within 48 hou1s of the

::;1gn nq of thr> rourt 0rr1er, exclu'J1ng S'lturrl.;:,.yc,, Sunday<>, and
1

l'c'g:,.l t1ol1,Jay�, to esta::-lish pi::-obabLe C..iU3E' fcir ']rounrls for

12.84

11.1
, 3. 2

:i-1'

(fl

Upon a f1nd1.ng of pr:obA.hle cause, the court may

I 3.,

)1 '

{9}

COrJPERATinN WT'J'H LAW i;;m�OFCEMFN'J' AND OTHER

j3.5

2�! ordPt temt>,)fdt'. plc1c':'J,1Pnt fot llp to 4 dA.y�, pf'ndlng the

n

2"

I

A.GENC'IFS. -{a)

All st-ate, cnunt-,r,

-'m.-'l mun1c-.1paJ law enforcement

JO: and piib1..ic agenc1,�s ha'J�! n duty to cnoper'lte wLth the
I

ll I d<>part·ment ann 1 ts 8mph1'fpes, tran,;m1t rPportc- nf abusP,
8

3.4

!,). 6

1'·

7

•
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neglect, and exploitation to the department, and protect and

3.8

enhance the welfare of aged or disabled persons who are

3.9

potentially subject to abuse, neglect, or explo1tat1on
detected by a report made pursuant to this section.
(b)
6

Any funds appropriated by counties for home health

3.10
3.10

care or boarding home, foster home, or nursing home services

3.11

may be matched by state and federal funds; such funds shall be

3.ll

8 utilized by the Department of Health and Rehabilitative

9 Services for the benefit of aged or disabled persons in said

10 counties.

(c}

The Department of Health and Rehabilitative

3.13
3.14

12 Services may purchase servic�s from any public or private

3.15

14 meets the standards and rules prescribed by the department for

3.16

13

institution, or institution or agency within the state which

15 the proper care and supervision of abused, neglected, or
16
17

exploited persons.
(dJ

Every faci11 ty serving aged or disabled persons

3.17
3.18

18 shall inform residents of their rights to report abusive,

3.19

w appropriate policies and procedures to facilitate such

3.20

19 neglectful, or exploitive practices and shall establish

21

reporting.

22

(10)

23

(a)

CONFIDENTIALITY OF REPORTS AND RECORDS.-In order to protect the rights of the individual

24 or othec persons responsible for the welfare of the aged or

3. 21
3.22
3.23

25 disabled person, all records concerning reports of abuse,

•

u

neglect, or exploitation of the aged or disabled pecson,

3.24

27

including reports made to the abuse registry and to local

3, 25

�

offices of the department and all cecords generated as a

�

result of such reports, shall be conf1dential and exempt from

3,26

)0 the provisions of s. 119.07(1), and shall not be disclosed
31

except as specifically authorized by this section.
9
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(b}

il

Access to such record<;, excluding the name of the

2 1 person making the report, \-'hich shall be released onJJ as

3 provided tn paragraph (d), shall be granted only to lhe

,I
1

JI

f0llow1nq person�, off1c1a_s, and �gencies foe the following
purposes:
1.

I'· 28

i,. 29
3.30

Employl;'ec; or aaentc; of the department respons1bli;,.

.
13 31
71 for carrying out protect iv-:,: invest 1gat.1011s, ongo.1ng protective 3.32
"'
8, servicP.s, or lic<:!n ure or 3.pproval of nursing homes, adult
c0ngregat� l1v1n9 fac1ljt1es, adult day care centers or other
f::i.c1lit1@s, used for the placement of agl'!d or disabled

111

11, persons..

A law enforceme-nt a1er,cy 1n,lf,-st.lgat1n9 a report of

13' known or suspected abuse, neglect, or explo1tat1on.
3.

allegerl. abuse, neglect, or exp101tat1on occurred.

,' I
15
1

4.

20,

the suhject of a rl:'!port or- the suoject.'s guarrhan, custodran,

:1

I

L!
24

'i.

A court, b"? subpoenc1, upon 1ts ftnding that acces,;

hJ �uch recorri;;; may h"' nF-c:eas,iry for the determ1nat1on of an

1-c:sue be.fore the court; however, such acc-ess shall be l1m1ted

th"-! co...rrt <1-et-erm:z.n.es th.at..
to 1n r:-arnera lnspection, ,rnle':"<;

pt1hl1r:- d1scl,nur"' of tl-ie tnforrnat.1on contained therein is

:J i npce.s"<HY for +:be rp <- 0lut1on o• "l.n JSslle then pend1ng before
't

.

A 'Jrand Jury, by subpoena, upon 1t0> determ1-nat1on

28, that acces3 to sud1 rec,p-.-'Js 1s necessary in the conduct of 1 ts
J'J ,I

3 1,

7.

3. 34

13. 35
13.36

I,.

Any aged or di _,abled person or perpetrator who ts

J?' guardian ad litem, or counsel.
,

33

'fhe �tate atto1 ney of the Jud1c1al ci..rcuit in which ,3.37

1�1 the �gt>d or drsah1f>d 1nd1•ndual i:-esrdes or 1n whtch the
16

I'·

Anv �ppropr13t� off1c1al of the department

respon,::;1hlc for:

10

38

.40

13. 41

I,."
1

3. 43

I
13. 44

13.45

r'·"

13.46

3. 48

I'. 48

']. 49
:
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a.

Administration or supervision of the department's

3.'

program for the prevention, investigation, or treatment of
abuse, neglect, or exploitation when carrying out his official
function; or
b.

3.�

Taking appropriate administrative action concerning

3.�

an employee of the department alleged to have perpetrated
institutional abuse, neglect, or exploitation.
8.
purposes.

Any person engaged in bona fide research or audit

3.�

However, no information identifying the subJects of

3.�

10

the report shall be made available to the re�earcher unless

11

such information is absolutely essential to the research

12 purpose, suitable provision 1s made to maintain the

13

confidentiality of the data, and the department has given

14

written approval,

15

(c)

The department may release to professional persons

such information as is necessary for the diagnosis and

17

treatment of the victim or the person perpetrating the abuse.

19

or exploitation shall in no case be released to any person

w

(d)

The name of any person reporting abuse, neglect,

22 state attorney without the wr1tten consent of the person

n

reporting abuse, neglect, or exploitation when deemed

24

necessary by the state attorney or the department to protect

25

an aged or disabled person who is the subject of a report,

26

provided that the fact that such person made the report 1.s not

27

disclosed.

1e.

application of a pl:"'tson applying for approval or l1censure of

�

a facility to care for the aged or disabled persons, whether

'.' I

3.�
3.5
3. �
3''

other than employees of the department responsible for

21, protective services, the abuse registry, or the appropriate

31

3. 5

3. 5

16

"

3. 5

The department shall, upon receipt of an

such care is for less than or more than 24 hours, search its
abuse registry for the existence of an indicated report and
11
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3.'
3. 6

3, E

3,E
3''
3' (

3.'

1j the
I

2I p1_1r C
/J 1

,...(luJt protectiue a-=;<-,eqsm�nt conducted

3.68

'I'�ANS"II "''":''\T, OF RECORDS.--W1th respect to any case

3.69

F;'p0rtP<1 ahuse of an <JqPd or rhsablerl person, the

4, ot

, 1. 70
'3. 71

J

nvc·�t ",--i:t 11,n, t0 t'le state attorne·1 of the county where th"-'
TMMiJNI'F/.--Am,nnf> P<'lrtH:1pat1nq in thP mAk1ng ()f

3. 72
, 3. 73

11,

7

u'l. C"a1 ·,1,;c,,c,l1J'q rPsu1t1ng th/clrefrom shall be prcsume.'l

1-, rir JT11. -f .. i ;,_, i--o 0<• ar:::t. 1 n,1 1n <:1ooit fa1th
1

1,

h

c

c111d

in sc- do1nq shall

111'rnw1,... ",...,r:i ari.' l1ar>1111y, c1v1l or criminal, that
F11rther, no resident

1.76

f3. 79
I,

3.80

i

,3.83
i3.84
n,.;t: cc-nst ·Lute qrounas for: fa1 lure to r�port a:; reau1rpd by
1
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(14)

RULES TO BE PROMULGATED.--The Department of

4.4

2 Health and Rehabilitative Services shall promulgate rules for

4.5

'

4.5

the implementation of this section.
(15)
(a)

PENALTIES.-Any per�on required by this section to report a

4.6

case of known or suspected abuse, neglect, or exploitation of
an aged or disabled person who knowingly and willfully fails

4.7

to do so, or who knowingly and willfully prevents another

4.8

9 person from doing so, is guilty of a misdemeanor of the second

10 degree, punishable as provided in s. 775.082, s. 775.083, or
11
12

4.9

s. 775.084.
(b)

Any person who knowingly and willfully makes

13 public or discloses any conf1dent1al information contained in

4.10
4.11

14 the ab use registry or 1n the records of any case of abuse,
15

,6
17
18
19

neglect, or exploitation except as provided 1.n this section,

4.12

is guilty of a misdemeanor of the second degree, punishable as

4.13

provided in s. 775.082, s. 775.083, or 775.084.
(c)

Any person who knowingly or willfully abuses,

4.14

neglects or exploits an aged or disabled person and, in so

�

doing, causes great bodily harm, permanent disfigurement, or

4.15

2!

permanent disability to such person is guilty of a felony of

4.16

22

n
24

25

the tht.rd degree, punishable as provided in s. 775.082, s.
775.083, or s. 775.084.
(d)

4.17

Any person who knowingly or willfully abuses,

neglects, or exploits an aged or disabled person, and in so

4.17
4.18

u

doing, causes minor inJurY, temporary disfigurement, or

27

temporary disability to such person is gu1lty of a misdemeanor

4.19

28

of the fir�t degree, punishable as provided in s. 775.082, s.

4.20

�

775.083, or s. 775.084 •

30
31

Section 2.

This act shall take effect October 1, 1983.

13
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HOU'3E SUMMARY

With rec-p0ct t-o the prot<>ct1-on of abu�,r,d, ag,�rt, and
d1sabler1 persons, t>-pands the 11st of persons requirE>r! to
report abuse, negl�ct, or exploitation of such per�ons
and pro•nrles a tune limit for reports. Provides for
mandatory teportinq of dPath and postmortem 1nvestigat1on
by the m��rtical examiner. Pro,•1des that the Department of
He'll th and Rehahil1 tat1ve Services shall 1nvest1gate each
report of 1nstitut-1onaJ abuse.
Prov1dPs for 1n,,01untary provision of services pursuant
to court order and provides for cooperation of all law
enforcement an\1 other agencies with the department.

Pro"1des foe conf1dent1al1ty of all rep,,rts and records
anO pro·1Hles access to Sll('h recordo. for spec1f1ed person-5
und�r certain conditions.
f'rov1dec; that t-he rlepart»1Pnt shall promulgate- r\lles.

Pr0-v1de2 penalties fot s1 1 ec1f1ed violations.

1

:i

l:hbs

4.2
4.254

14. 26

i 4. 27
'4.28

4 3
1 4..31
0

14.33
4. 34

l 4. 36

1I··
'

:: I

1 :hbs

38

Florida House of Representat1Ves - 1983

CS/HB 644

By Corrrnittee on Hea 1th & Rehabil itatil/e Services and Representative
Spaet

A bill to be entitled
An act relating to the Department of Health and
Rehabilitative Services; am.endings. 827.09,
Florida Statutes, relating to protection of
abused, aged, and disabled persons: requiring
certain reports and authorizing the department

to take certain action with respect thereto;
providing for certain confidentiality;
providing penalties; repealing ss. 410.10-

410.11, Florida Statutes, the •Adult Protective
Services Act�1 providing an effective date.
Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
Section 1.

Section 827.09, Florida Statutes, is

amended to read:
(Substantial rewording of section.

See

s. 827.09 1 F.S., for present text.)
827.09

Abuse, neglect, or exploitation of aged or

disabled persons.-(1)

LEGISLATIVE INTENT.--The Legislature recognizes

that there are many persons in this state who, because of age
VI ,V

•

.Ea,
.... t

�

23

or d1sability, are in need of protective services�

Such

24 I

services should allow the individual the same rights as other

I
25 i citizens, and at the same time protect the individual from
261 abuse, neglect, and exploitation.

It is the intent of the

27, Legislature to provide for the detection and correction of
I

u, abuse, neglect, and exploitation and to establish a program of
29' protective and supportive services for all persons in need of
JO
J1

I

I

them.

It is intended that the mandatory reporting of such

cases will cause the protective services of the state to be

t --

!if \·'. J,fl"4--3
f ...
£�,

,,

ll'>J.. ,f ,Gimllfln,
to be4,1: in .an effort to �event further abu.■e,
'·

;t;

!(,•,

11119lttet, - -loitatiot,.

,,,!:.' � w place

,

,

In doill!I !JO, tho Legia1'1t11re

tile leaat posaible reaulcti- on penoaal

1.24

�:·.: ..- .,u..,.._ .ucl

the •auciee of oonstit-utional .ri9bta, coneiatent

1.25

:·.,. 'I·.

DBPIMl'flORB.-...Aa used in this section:

1.27

{( J 'with 4'"

pcoce•• and protection froa abuae, ne,lect, ab4

,1 ...,101•ttcn.
�t��-;
" . 4?-t,aw.a •Abu•••

'., ·_:, "l

,

f(":> 9,

(2)

la)

uan• treataent under which •n a9ed- OZ'

partlOn ia clep.rived, or allOlfed to be dapc-ived, of

••o••..r:r

treatae:111., habllit.•tlon, care, su■tenance, clothint,

l.H

1.29

1.30

-. 1, _,..lUI' _. •upervisi.'Oft-,- or MC!ical services essential to hi•
.
.:--'.: 1..ii-•U-N.tng, OI' .1• peraitted to lb·• in an tuWiro..-nt, wben

1.31

c'

1.33

J

-.oli qpt'ivatioa or eJWlronaent oa1,1,aea, or ta. UMlly to cause

1-irflnt of p�yaioal o,: ..,tioaal bultl11 ot la subject to
{
;[· � 11bl'•Ml&l <IC peycl>l>2.o!rical injury.
(b}

16

•MHam per"°"•

mearu1 any ag-4 or cliaabled per•on

�;"' 1) · Vbu •• been subject«! to abusa or whose coruUt.ion a1.199eat■
1
' : 11, tllat lie tlaa been abUMCl.

(c) "Ate4 ,-�son• aeana a person suffering froa the
- 19
(
;; !lf 1.nUtaitiea of a9i119 as Nn1feated by organic brain 4-9••
..,,,,.n01t4 .,,.., or otta.r ph1sical, aental, or eaotiona.l

•••

-"",..#ti
� _,

: . ,ar
r,r-

' :Jis

S

••

'

.

,..,, 'II
/·,!11

\r

'•

. l'

).
,· ,v.

f ·,1

1.35

1.36

1.37
1.38

,.,>

wJ>etaetMnt• uana t.he Departaent. of Health and

1.u

(el

•Diaabled pet.eon• a.ans eny pet■on who suffers

1.42

prot.ction.

-.-i,111tative S.rvlces.

tr� •-eond.itton of -�t•l retar4ation, epilepsy, cerebral

�y,

1.34

ie 1-i<ed in

4Yafllllctionin9 to the extent tbat the

,.,... -.bllity to adequately provide for bis Olffl care or
ts
.-

a

;�

pa•-

1.32

aen�l illMaa, or other diaability which c•u••• the

JMH.-on to be aubstantially unable to protect himaelf troa tM

abuaiv• conduct of othecs.
, � •-•• tn

2

...._._....type •ro h'-t,oH h'OJII ..1_.,... 1-•; wnla 1111Uthnd ... Hlfitle,n,•

1.39

l.'1

1.0

1.44
1.u
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(f)

•Explo1tat1on� means an unjust or improper use of

1.46

another person for one's own profit or advantage.
(gl

1.47

"Facility" means any public or private hospital,

1.48

4 training center, clinic, school, or other program or service

1.49

for aged or disabled persons.
(h)

9

1.50

•Indicated report" means a report made pursuant to

1.51

this section when a protective investigation determines that

1.52

some 1nd1cation of abuse, neglect, or exploitation exists.

1.53

(i)

nNeglect" means to omit, forbear, or fail to

1.54

10 e xerc1.se a degree of care and caution that a prudent person
11 would deem essential to insure the well-being of an aged or

1.55

n disabled person and, by such omission, forbearance, or

1.56

13

1.57

14
15

failure, significantly impair or Jeopardize the physical or
emotional health of the aged or disabled person.
(J)

"Protective services" means those services, the

16
17

obJective of which is to protect an aged or disabled person •

18

limited to, evaluation of the need for services, arrangements

20

to wh1ch the person 1s entitled, or securing medical and legal

21

serv1ces.

19

22

23

241

1.58
1.59

Such protective services shall include, but shall not be

1.60

1.61

for appropriate living quarters, obtaining financial benefits

In those situations where exploitation, prevent1on

I

1.62

1.63

of 1njury, and protect1on of the person and his property are
at issue, protect1ve services shall include seeking the

appointment of a guardian for the person or seeking protective

25 I placemenL
(k)

"Unfounded report" means a report made pursuant to

27 1 this section when a protective investigation determines that
28' no indication of abuse, neglect, or exploitation exists.

19

(3)

JI

(al

REPORTS OF ABUSE, NEGLECT, OR EXPLOITATION OF AGED

1.65

1.66
1. 67

1.68

30 OR DISABLED PERSONS REQUIRED. --

Any person, including, but not l1mited to, any:
3

l. 70

113-480-4-3

'� "'t

l.

Jlbysic1an, o■teopath, medical examiner,.

-dli�opractor, nurse, or hospital perllOllllel engaged in the

:;- 3t ...1uion, exuination, care, or treatllent of per.eons.

,, '

,,

<' C

Bealtb or Mntal health professional other than one 1.74

3.

Practitioner who relies solely on spiritual aeans

1.76

••

HUt"sing hoae worker, adult congregate living

1.77

11 tor healln9 •

)¥• facility worker, ,adult day care center worker, social worker,

�-•, OI' other profe■aional adult care, foster care, residential or
.i� )1 iftat:-ttutional worker.
5.

'It

1.72

2.

11•""1 tn ll,sbpara9raph 1.

•

1.71

Lav enforceaent officer.

l.78

l.79
1.80

',t "

i ,Ml -who kno1n1,- or ba■ ruaonable ca.use to suspect, that an aged or
, lS -dieabled 1Mtr&0n ia an a.bused, neglected, or exploited pertJOn

.

·,' ,16 alaall 1-0iately report such knowledge or suspicion to the
,,�· 17' ....,t:aeot:•• abu•e ret'iatry on the single statewide tollfree
.t �•

tel-,hoae r.Ullbec or 41r•ct.1y to the local office of tbe

;;._lt- ftPlrtaellt: respon.St.ble for inv•ati9ation of reporta made

� . • pur-..t. to tb1• eecUon •

:n

,-

,_

,lach .repoct Jl&de by a person in an occupation

- f.hclividual nting the repo<t to the local office of the

,!'"'

,",,

(b)

_4.. l9Uted in paragraph C•l shall be confiraed in writing by

-<1t

4--t. witllin 18 t,oura of the initial report.

1.81
1.82

1.83

1.84
2.1

2.2
2.3
2.4

(o) ltepOrta lnvolving known or suspected institutional 2.s
WPM, neglect, or e,tp1oltation. •hall be aade and received in 2.6

: ·1· the••1

aat1ner •s all other reports ode pursuant to this
1---: tr
,
I
•;,_lfl -.ct.ion.
( 4) llAIO>A!ORY RBPOll'l'IIIG OP DEATH AND POS'-'MO!ffllM
2f
IIIVD'tIGA'!IOll BY N&DlCAL BXMllDR. --Any person required to

St report or investigate cases of •uap,cted abuse, neglect, or
CODIMG:

"°'"''

4

in .............. ty,- .,.

.,.tt.., ,,.,. ...,.,1,., ·••; ••,•• vnll•rhn••

GM •lhl1t1N1.

2.7

2.B

2.9
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exploitation who has reasonable cause to suspect that an aged

or disabled person died as a result of abuse, neglect, or

2.11
2. 1:

exploitation, shall report his suspicion to the appropriate

medical examiner.

The medical examiner shall accept the

2.1:

report for 1nvestLgation pursuant to s. 4O6.ll and shall

report his findings, in writing, to the local law enforcement

6

agency, the appropriate state attorney, and the departfflent.

a Autopsy reports maintained by the medical examiner shall not

be subject to the confidentiality requirements provided for in
this secti on.

10
11

(5)

2.l!
2.U

2.lE

REPOR1'S OF INSTITUTIONAL ABUSE, NEGLECT, OR

12

E XPLOITATION.--The department shall conduct a protective

14

or exploitation.

13

2.1:

2.lE

investigation of each report of institutional abuse, neglect,

Upon receipt of a report which alleges that

15 an employee or agent of the department acting in an official

2. 2C

l6 capacity, has committed an act of abuse, neglect, or

17

exploitation, the department shall immediately initiate a

l9

in whose circuit the alleged abuse, neglect, or exploitation

protective investigation and shall notify the state attorney

1a

�

occurred.

The state attorney shall immediately investigate

21, the report and, no later than 15 days after completing the
22i investigation, shall report his findings to the department.

I

n:

(6}

(a)

2. 21

ABUSE REGISTRY.--

The department shall establish and maintain a

2s, central abuse registry which shall receive reports made

2.26

26 :, pursuant to this section in writing or through a single

2.27

�, to report known or suspected abuse, neglect, or expl�itation

2.28

27, statewide tollfree telephone number which any person may use
29, at any hour of the day or night, any day of the week.

The

30: abuse registry shall be operated in such a manner as to enable
31' the department

to:

5

2.29

,• � 'I

1.

taedlat•lr identify and 1oc111te prior reports or

,�';:!_, _ --•• of abuse, Uflect., or uploita.tlon.
2. llegulady ""•luate the effwti-• of the
, :· ti
- i
·,1
41tlpu:tau.t'e pl'ograa fc,r abused, neglected, � -.iot.ted

41
&i

1'; •·

4

,-r-.ona t.hrOU9b the. developaent •nd analyaia Gt et:at1stio.l

fb)

Upon r&e•iving an oral or written report of kn.olm

«bu•••

"a: or auspeoted
n99lect, or exploitation, the abuse
'
1- /;_,[ 're91i■t<:r ■hall l.-iately notify, the local office of the

''

• �i_.departMnt with re,rpaot to the report, any previous report
;,.ut -eaaoern!ng a 1ubject of th• piesent rePort, or any other
,.,, '
�· :it .-St.itte:nt. int:oraat-ioa r•l•t1v• tMC'et:o.

Upon caapletion of $.Cs iiweati9"1tion, the local

(cl
;· !-£-

off..t.oe Of $e 4epactaMnt Qall olaasify ceporta ei'tbier a•

i: -�: J.-l.qated o< �nfov,,_. All
- ,,
allU• retht,:y aailll:ai•d in

':' 11

,,-,(- � -.ite1y,
1a

l4ent1fylng lnfonoation 1n the

AU identifying i•f-tion in the

, '�- pPUft9N f,:oa th• tegi•try 7 Y••r• from the dete of the la■t
zt� f1. iJM11cated r-,o,rt concerning the aame victia or the aaae
All inforutlon, other than identifying

,>,ff' 1af0<aat1on, •lntatned in indicated or unfounded uportl at

di-

;i',: ai

till<, of e,cpunatton ahall be 4iapoae4 of in a maimer 49-

�, ,i• .-opd••• l>y the liepartaent alld p,,tiJ-t to •• 119.041 aft<i
�· :f-�,051161,

,-�,,.OI\
lt�;,�
l.
,t.,

��if:_

2.32
2,33

2.35
2.36
2.37
2.38
2.39
2.40
2.41

unfouft4e4 reporta ohall be

- P!filtr:r utnt41tned in indicated reports ehall be

.- Jt ' par1Mtra1.or.

2.31

2,34

W Ol;ber inforaation.

1 �,,

2,30

llol:l!ill9 tn this sec\iOII t,j •intended to require

ot �truct-ion 'of cau _,. or information
•
,,t
Nlll>l,l:ed 111 t.11• .--r«l Cov•-• to lle..,_ined for future

2.43
2.44
2,45

2.46

2.47

2.48

2.n

2.so

,-

,,; ' ;a. .ll"4lt•

�--. . � ·_ ·� , .
1--��
'.,',al

,.

.

(7)

,NOftC'l'IVl!l IHVESTI8A'flOIIII,-

(a}

The department ab.all, .upon receipt of a report of

_..,., M9le<:t, o.r explaitatton. Of an ag&d o.r disable4 -ptt.t'90ll,

�1 '.

�"::t.:� � "'...,... � 'l'P• or« U._.I•• koa ••l1t1n9 low, wo,cls !tM!!hnd ant ad,nlo,u,

2,Sl

2.52

2.53

173-486B-4-3
cause an immediate protective investigation to be made and
shall in turn, upon determining probable cause, notify the
state attorney.

The state attorney shall immediately

2.54
2.55

investigate the report and, no later than 15 days after
5 completing the investigation, shall report his findings to the
department. The department shall, within 24 hours of receipt
of the report notify the appropriate human rights advocacy

committee, as established pursuant to s. 20.19(7), that an

9 alleged abuse has occurred. Such notice may be accomplished
1o verbally or in writing and shall include the name of the
11

person alleged to have been abused and the nature of the

13

under any of the following conditions:

The department shall provide protective services

12 report.

l4

15

16
17
18

19
20

1.

The person demonstrates a need for, and requests,

such services.
2.

An interested person requests such services on

3.

The department determines a person is in need of

such services.
4.

A court orders such services.

23-\ requested by a guardian, or provided in accordance with
241 subsection (8).
(8)

(a)

2.59
2.60
2.61
2.62
2,63

2.66
2.67

2,68
2.69

Every reasonable effort shall be made to secure

2.71

28

in the assessment and resolution of his own need for

protective services •
(b)

2,64

2.10

the consent and participation of the a9ed or disabled person

J()

2.58

INVOLUNTARY PROVISION OF SERVICES.--

27

29:

2.57

behalf of a person in need of services.

(b) Voluntary serv1ces.--An individual shall receive
21 1
1
22 protective services voluntarily unless ordered by the court,

25 '

2.56

Upon probable cause to believe that an aged or

31: disabled person is being abused, neglected, or exploited, a
7
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2.72

2.73
2.74

:.,I
tf

.!

repienntative of the d.epartaent, accoapaftied by a law

2.75
court ocder and .nnouncin9 their authority and. purpoae•
(cl

Forcible entry ahall be attained only after •

f, aour-t oc4er baa bMin obtained, unless there l.a probable cauae

•1

• believe that the delay incident of such an order 1f00ld

2.76

2. 77

2.78

1, caa.. u aged or disabled peraon to incur a substantial riak

2. 79

,:

2,80

J

•i of li.f.-threatenil\C) phy■ical harm.

(4)

When, fra. the petsonal observation of a

lO repreHl'ltative Gf the dep.artment and a law enforcement
n: oft!ioec, it appears probable that an aged or disabled per.on
n

i• likely to incur a sub•tantial riak of life-threatening

n

pbyalcal bar• or 4eter1otation if not imecU.ately removed froa

u

th pceaiaea, the department' a representative uy, when

15

autborlaecl by a court order, take into eu•tody and trauport,.

16

QI' Uke· -ucangeaent• £or the tranaportat.l(Jft •1¥1 pe.yaent

17

dlereof, the i'ftdividual to an apprapriat• aedical or

2.81
2.82
2.83

2.84

l8, proteclitive ae.rvlce■ facility.
19

pr•lt.ainary h..ri-ng shall be held within 48 hours of the

2-1

sL9ni�ot the. court order ,. excluding Saturdays, suna_ays, and

2'l

letal hOliday1, to eatablisb ptoba.ble cau■• for 9i;oW1ds for

M4er -ary plecnent for up to 4 days, pending the

z

he•ring for a need for
(9)

�--•'

Upon a finding of t><Obab14 -•• the court NY

i<

ir,

3.3
3.4

,.-oc:ectiva pl-t.
( f)

�-

When cction 1s taken under this aec:tion, a

J)

��.., -a,

f,: -

{e)

continuing aerYio.8.

3.5
3.6

COOPBl!li'?IOII 111TH LAIi 111,,NIICWRI AIID O'rllBR

3.7

All etate, eounty, � •nieipal law enforcuent

3,8

,\GIIIICillll.--

ta)

-,.�

'llld tNblic agencies have a d11-ty to cooperate with the

!'

ftpartaent and its e,nploy1:11a, uanuit

•

reports of abUse,

3.9

173-486B-4-3

neglect, and exploitation to the department, and protect and
enhance the welfare of aged or disabled persons who are
3 potentLally subJect to abuse, neglect, or exploitation

3.10

3.11

detected by a report made pursuant to this section.

3.12

care or boarding home, foster home, or nursing home services

3.13

may be matched by state and federal funds; such funds shall be

3.14

(b)

Any funds appropriated by counties for home health

3.12

8 utilized by the Department of Health and Rehabil1tat1ve
9 services for the benefit of aged or disabled persons in said

10 counties.
II

(cl

The Department of Health and Rehabilitative

12

Services may purchase services from any public or private

13

institution, or institution or agency within the state which

141 meets the standards and rules prescribed by the department for

3.lE

3.lf

15) the proper care and supervision of abused, neglected, or
16

17

exploited persons.
(d)

Every facility serving aged or disabled persons

18

shall inform residents of their rights to report abusive,

;9

neglectful, or exploitive practices and shall establish

M

appropriate policies and procedures to facilitate such

21

reporting.

22i

231

(10}

(a)

CONFIDENTIALITY

or

REPORTS AND RECORDS.--

In order to protect the rights of the individual

241 or other persons responsible for the welfare of the aged or

2s'. disabled person, all records concerning reports of abuse,

3.2
3.2•
3.2'

26: neglect, or exploitation of the aged or disabled person,
21, including reports made to the abuse registry and to local

3.2

n' result of such reports, shall be confidential and exempt from

3.2'

31 J except as specifically authorized by this section.

3.2

M

offices of the department and all records generated as a

311', the provisions of s. 119.07{1), and shall not be disclosed
9

.-

c
� .... ''i',a
. d68 t-l

;,�-.··lift-

(bl

-• to each c<IOOCd8, excludil19' the n- ol the

ulting the report, which •111111

w

releaaed only aa

:".
P«f� in par-,nph (dl, ahall w P•-· 11111ly to thtt·
':'.:/�'
u.1;.. .,._, officiala, and •-,.., ,-,.. th tollow&llf

it;i �...

..........

,:

�-�

��-- 4

hs;., ,
•},-,,"

r

:,;,

f/K

. l.
'

.,.,..,,_ or

-tc

of tlut departaent ••-illle

-�•ying "'1t proteau- f.nnstt9attons, -inf pCotflCl:.lft

_...ices� or licennre or a.ppioval of nuraing hollea, adult

f� t} CDfttr-,•" liv1119 taC'llltiee, adult day care 06t1tera Ct¥ c-.�r

'-#'

'" toi

f-acilit.J.ea, us-4 for tile plac1t1Nnt of a9ed or disabled

,,.;�·
1'

i._....

<I'

_

'

2.

A law enfocc..,.nt apnoy inff■t1pt11111 a report of

3.

fl>e' Rate attocney of the jadf.oial. ot.rcuit in ""1ah

,;-·• _:-- - cuapected cuff, neglect, or -loluUon.

' t:llie ._. or diaabllll!I indivi-.i ,..,__ ot tn,11hlell tlla

. ,..I,
�f'.
. ·

aU11"4 ..._, neglvt, or -,loi11aU. -�""•

-

·._llh

·I.

Any'agd

or

1Uaabled per...., ..

,._..tor

- -rdian ad lit•, l>C ooun..1.

_ ,. ;�
1

A ocutt, by ■ubpoena, upon ita Uncling that ....,...

;�..,_. auob records aay be necessary for the dete.rllination of an

I.��
f'

befot'• tha court, -.ver, such acoeaa ohall be Uaiud

t�,la ---r• inepection, nleu the couitt denr•inn th•t

•� --,-.i.w 41ec:loeo,re of

- lnfonution "°""ln-4 tllerein ia

-�,vll-BHO':for tile r""°llltlOII of an l- llllen pending hfc>re

i'w,-�� ,'
.i_, ,·�•• , 9,.,,.,�,

by .....,.,.,.. - 11:S- 4-terainatian

._,._.
to atlel •-t" i••----Y- f.n the condoot of ib
- •

• 1 -.

,'
'
'
�l-1-£aeola,
, •
..
4 ?°,l'l.
7. Any appcopdau offf.ctU of the d-ctaent
� ..
:bl'f·•i;,--.11,1. fOri

?
,,

10

3.:U
3.32

3.l)
3.34

3.JS
J.Jt

,.,.
3.37

3.39

,.,o

-1•

ni.:,eot of • teplltt or tile --,-•• 9Qlll:llian, OIIAl:Oel.aa,

s.

3.30

' t·'., <81ft(G� w.,4- lfl ......, ........, .,,. •" .,_,._,...,._ ....._ lo•; wo,4. VUtlilU-. eMti•••

J.43
l,'4

3.4S

3.,H

3.,7

,...
S,49
,.so

:,,511

3.51
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a.

Administration or supervision of the department's

program for the prevention, investigation, or treatment of
abuse, neglect, or exploitation when carrying out his official
function; or
b.

8

Taking appropriate administrative action concerning

3.54

8.

Any person engaged in bona fide research or audit

12

purpose, suitable provision 1s made to maintain the

13

confidentiality of the data, and the department has given

"I
18

3.53
3.55

such information is absolutely essential to the research

16 I

3.53

institutional abuse, neglect, or exploitation.

11

15

3.52

an employee of the department alleged to have perpetrated

9 purposes. However, no information identifying the subjects of
10 the report shall be made available to the researcher unless

"

3.Sl

3.55
3.56
3.57
3.58

written approval.

3.59

(c)

3.59

The department may release to professional persons

such information as is necessary for the diagnosis and

treatment of the v1ct1m or the person perpetrating the abuse.
(d}

The name of any person reporting abuse, neglect,

19

or exploitation shall in no case be released to any person

20

other than employees of the department responsible for

21

protective services, the abuse registry, or the appropriate

3.60

3.6l
3.61

3.62

3.63

state attorney without the written consent of the person

3.64

23

repotting abuse, neglect, or exploitation when deemed

24 !

necessary by the state attorney or the dep artment to protect

3.65

25'

an aged or disabled person who 1s the subJect of a report,

26

provided that the fact that such person made the report is not

22

27, disclosed.

The department shall, upon receipt of an

�

appl1cat1on of a person applying for approval or licensure of

�
1

a facility to care for the aged or disabled persons, whether

30' such care 1s for less than or more than 24 hours, search its
31' abuse registry for the existence of an 1nd1cated report and
11
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3.66
3.67

3.68

3,69

the re1ult• of the adult protective assessment conducted

pur•uant thereto.
(11)

TRANSMITTAL OF RECOROS.--With respect to any caae

of repcrted abuse of an aged or disabled pereon, the

department, when appropriate, shall transmit all reports

, received by it, which shall c:01\tain the results of the

1 investigation, to the state attorney of the county where the
_. tnciden.t occurred.

•

(12}

lMMVNITY.--Anyone participating in the making of

IO- a repol't pursuant to this sectton or participating in a

3.73
3.74
3.74

3,75

u otherwise might: be incurred or imposed.

3,78

Further, no resident

16 shall be subjected to reprisal or discharge because of hia
u actione in -r:ePort.i� abuse pursuant to the requite11enta of

J& this eection.
(13)

19

an4_between any ptofesaional person and his patient or client,

Z1
22_

�1

and any other privileged COlllaUlliCation except that between

23 at.tor�y and client, as such communication .felates to bOth the

-�1

i

3.77

3.80

3.,81

ABIIOOA'rIOK OP PRIVILEGIID COMIWNICA.'l'IOIIS.--Tho

20 privileged quality of connunication between husband an4 wife

-t•nqY of th• wane•• and to the exclusion of confidential
�aioationa, •hall ,ot apply to any situation involving

1r,:a;1 � Of suspected abt.tae, neglect, or 9xpJ.olt•tion and shall
:: -·2f. -Mt --const;.itcrt& gtOUllda for failure to rePort •• requ.ired by

r.1·

3.72

3.76

l5 or employee of a faci1ity serving aged or disabled persons

�

3.71

11 3t.ldicial proceeding resulting therefr011 shall be presumed
t-? pr:l.aa facie to be actirag in good faith and in 110 doing shall

u be 1-.ine fr011 any liability, civil or criainal, that

r·.

3.70

, I

_,l tltU -.e,ction, f•ilure to cooperate with the depart111ent in its
Ji! activitiea pursu.nt to this section, or failure to give

�; 39; evi4ell0e in any judicial proceeding relating to abuae,
3J,I neg1ect, or exploitation of an aged or disabled peraon.
12

3.83

4,1

4.2

. 4. 3

4.4
4.S
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(14)

RULES TO BE PROMULGATEO.--The Department of

Health and Rehabilitative Services shall promulgate rules for

4.6
4.7

the implementation of this section .
4\

(15)
(a)

PENALTIES.--

4.7

Any person required by this section to report a

4.8

case of known or suspected abuse, neglect, or exploitation of
8

an aged or d1sabled person who knowingly and willfully fa1ls

4.9

to do so, or who knowingly and willfully prevents another

4.10

person from doing so, is guilty of a misdemeanor of the second
degree, pun i shable as provided in s. 775.082, s. 775. 08 3, or

10

4.11

s. 775.084.

11

{b)

12

13

Any person who knowingly and willfully makes

public or discloses any confidential information contained in

UI the abuse registry or in the records of any case of abuse,
15
16

4.12
4.13

neglect, or explo i tation except as provided in this section,

4.14

is guilty of a misdemeanor of the second degree, punishable as

4,15

provided in s. 775.082, s. 775.08 3, or 775.084.

17

"I

(cl

Any person who knowingly or willfully abuses,

4.16

1 9'

neglects or exploits an aged or disabled person and, in so

'°
21
,, I

do1ng, causes great bodily harm, permanent disfigurement, or

4.17

permanent disab i lity to such person is guilty of a felony of

4.18

I

13

2�:

the third degree, punishable as provided in s. 775.082, s,
775.083, or s. 775.084.
(d)

4.19

Any person who knowingly or willfully abuses,

4.19

25

neglects, or exploits an aged or disabled person, and in so

26

doing, causes minor injury, temporary disfigurement, or

27

temporary d i sability to such person is guilty of a misdemeanor

4.21

of the first degree, punishable as provided in s, 775.082, s.

4.22

w
n

775.083, or s. 775.084 •

30
JJ,

13
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4.20

Sections 410.10, 410.101, 410.102, 410.103,

llection 3. Thia act sball take effftt; Qctober 1, 1983.

With rapeot to the protection of abused, aged, and
di•� ,P411CSOIIS,
the list of persona required to
t�t� abu•e, rt419lectt, or eaploitation of such persona
and provi"-8: a ttM limit for re-ports. Provides £oz
..-da-tory reporting of death and postmortem tnvesti9ation
by the atedical exaaifter. Ptovid•• that the Departatnt of
_; 1Mlt:h,an4 Rebabilit.ative Services shall investigate each
_r-,O,t of 1n•tJtutlon.a1 abu•e•

••patul•

'Pr•J.dett for involuntary provision of MRt-io.a pura1.1ant
t.o court order and pr-ovides for cooperatlvn of a11 law
•�fc)rceJNnt and. other a9encles with the depart:Jaent.

hO"fideis- for confi4ent1ality of all NPOrt• •nd reco,4a
Mt proviha .c;cen � •uch rec:ord■ for epecifi-ed pvcsons
---��• certain concUtiona.
PrO¥Wu tltat tlle clepartaent shall prQIIUlg•t• rulee.
PS0¥14es penalties for specified viol•tiona.

llepeala ss. 418.10,througb 410.ll, Plorida Statutes, the
Adult Protection Setvicea Act.•

11

14

4.23
4.24
4.25

•

Page l
CS/HB 644
COMMITTEE ON HEALTH & REHABILITATIVE SERVICES
CS/HB 644
House HRS Committee & Rep. Spaet

OTHER COMMITTEE OF REFERENCE:
Appropriations

Relating to the Department of
Health and Rehabilitative Services

SIMILAR/COMPANION BILL:
None

April 26, 1983

I.

Summary
A.

Present Situation

Currently, provisions relating to the protection of aged
persons from abuse or other maltreatment are found in two sections of
statute with some conflicts between the two. The Adult Protective
Services Act (ss. 410.10-410.ll, F.S.) pertains only to the delivery
of protective services to individuals suffering from the infirmities
of aging, while s. 827.09, F.S., deals with the reporting of abuse or
other maltreatment of both disabled persons and persons suffering from
the infirmities of aging.
The definition of abuse given in s.
to acts of omission. The current penalties
of both knowing or willfull abuse, neglect,
injury, disfigurement, or disability before
guilty of a first degree misdemeanor.
B.

410.102, F.s., refers only
section requires a finding
or exploitation and minor
a person can be found

Probable Effect of Proposed Changes

CS/HB 644 combines the provisions of ss. 410.10 and 827.09,
F.S., into a single section, making the provisons compatible and
providing a clearer approach to both the mandatory reporting
requirements and the delivery of protective services to both the
disabled and aged population.
The bill expands the suspected conditions which must be
reported to the abuse registry to include exploitation which is
defined as an unjust or improper use of another person for one's own
profit or advantage. It also provides for the mandatory reporting of
death and investigation by the medical examiner and for the Department
of Health and Rehabilitative Services to investigate institutional
abuse and report such abuse to the state attorney who is required to
investigate and file a report with the department within 15 days, a
timeframe not currently in statute. These provisions ace consistent
with those in s. 827.07, F.S., dealing with the abuse of children.
The definition of abuse is expanded to include acts of
commission. The penalty of first degree misdemeanor is limited to a
finding of knowing or willfull abuse, neglect, or exploitation.
II.

Fiscal Impact

The department indicates that there would be no fiscal impact
on the agency in the implementation of this bill.
III.

Comments

None.
Prepared by:

Beverly Whiddon

Staff Director:

Kandace M. Hill
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HB 1188

Florida House of Representatives - 1983
By COITITiittee on Health & Rehabilitative Services
A bill to be entitled

u

2

An act relating to aging and adult services;

3

amending s. 410.035, Florida Statutes, relating

4

to subsidy payments; providing for development

5

of a schedule of subsidy payments by October l,
1983; deleting minimum and maximum limits
thereon; providing an effective date.
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Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
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Section l.

Section 410.035, Florida Statutes, is

amended to read:
410.035
(1)

Subsidy payments.--

The department shall develop by October l, 1983,

eeeae¼¼sh-ey-EY¼e-ey-�anYaEy-ir-¼9;ar a schedule of subsidy
payments to be made to persons providing home care for certain

eligible elderly persons.

Pa)'Jllenes-eha¼¼-ee-ne-¼eee-ehan-¼G

peEeene-ei-ehe-pEeva¼¼¼n,-Eaee-pa¼e-ey-ehe-eepa•ement-£e•-the
¼eweee-¼eve¼-ei-RYEB¼R!-R8Me-eaEe-YR8eE-ST-499Ta,, r -BR8-RS
!EeaeeE-ehan-4i-peEeent-ei-sa¼e-ameYReT

Payments shall be

based on the financial status of the person receiving care.
Payments shall include, but not be limited to:
(a)

A support and maintenance element, to include

costs of housing, food, clothing, and incidentals.
(b)

Payments for medical, pharmaceutical, and dental

26

services essential to maintain the health of the elderly

27

person and not covered by Medicare, Medicaid, or any form of

28

insurance.

29
30
31

(c)

When necessary, special supplements to provide for

any service and specialized care required to maintain the

health and well-being of the elderly person.
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The department shall develop a plan for the

implementation of the schedule of a-p•.,.•11111--&E-�ftifePIII subsidy 1.25

payments to persons providing home care for the elderly.
Section 2.

This act shall take effect July l, 1983.
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HOUSE SUMMARY

With respect to provisions of law authorizing the
Department of Health and Rehabilitative services to make
subsidy payments to certain persons providing home care
for the elderly, removes language establishing minimum
and maximum limits thereon and provides for development
of a subsidy schedule by October 1, 1983.
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COMMITTBB ON HBALTB 6 REHABILITATIVE SERVICES
PCB 20
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OTHER COMMITTEE OF REFERENCE1
None

Relating to Agiog • Adult
Servlc•■

SIMILAR/COMPANION BILL:

None

April 22, 1983
I.

su1111ary

A.

Pre■ent Situation

Section• 410.031 through 410.036, F.S., provide the statutocy
authority for the Rome Care for the Elderly (DCB) program which,
according to legi■latlve intent, 1■ designed to •encourage the
rovlalon of care for tbe elderly in fa■ily-type living arrangements
n private ho■e• a■ an alternative to institutional or nursing home
care for ■uch person■•• All hoae care recipients at least meet the
Medicaid requlreaent■ for the lowest level of nuraing home care and,
according to a 1982 atudy, the average DCB recipient la an 83 year old
widowed female who ha• been living with a aon or daughter for 10 years
or longer and la severely or totally impaired.

r

Section 410.035, r.s., apecifiea that subsidies paid to
providers of home care are to b• established in rule and are to be no
lea■ than 10 percent nor more than 45 percent of the prevailing rate
paid by the Depattaent of Bealth and Rehabilitative Services (HRS) foe
the loweat level of nureing home care. Thia ■action also specifies
that pay■enta are to be baaed on the financial ■tatue of the person
reoelvlng care. In Pi■cal Year 1982-83, with an appropriation of
$3.1• alllion, 2,852 reciplante received care under this program which
la an eetlmated 3.•• percent of tho target population. According to
the department'• ■tatletlce, the average QCB recipient coat in 1981
waa $13,.70 per 110nth compared to the prevailing rate paid by HRS foe
the love■t level of nursing bo■e care of $853.
The April 1, 1983, iapleaentation of the Title XIX nursing
boae r•i■buraement plan (Gaineavllle Plan) make• obsolete the
reference in •• ,10.035, r.s., to the prevailing rate paid by the
department for the lowest level of care. The department now pays a
alngle rate regardle■a of a re■ldent•a level of care. Continuing to
tie the BCE rei■buraement rate to the nuraing home reimbursement rate
could reault ln • cut in the number ot BC& recipients receiving a
■ubaldy, unleaa that progra■ receives an increased appropriation
equivalent to that received for nursing home rellllburaeme�t undet the
Galneaville Plan. The requirement that the department establish its
DCB eubaldy echedule by rule baa ••de it ad•lni■tratlvely difficult to
...Sify the schedule.
a.

Probable Bffect of Proposed Changes

The propo1ed legislation delete• the requirement that the
■ubaldy ■chedule be eetabllahed in rule, directs the department to
develop a ■ubaidy acbedule by October 1, 1981, and deletes tha
requlre■ent that payaent■ tall between 10 percent and ,s percent of
the prevailing rate paid by the depa�tunt for the lowest level of
nur•ing ho• care. The •chedule detAloped by the department would
need to be baaed on the legislative appropriation for HCE and the
nu■ber and financial atatua of clients to receive aubaldlea.
II.

State/LOcal/Prlvate Sector Fiacal Impact
A.

None

State

Page 2
PCB 20
B.

Local

None

c.

Private Sector

With the removal of the language tying the HCB subsidy to the
prevailing nursing home rate, provider■ ot home care •ervlce• could
receive a different subsidy than they are now receiving.
Nhether
their subsidy increaeea or decreases would depend on the funds
apptopriated by the Legislature and the schedule developed by the
department.
III.

comments
None

Prepa,ed bya

Beverly Whiddon

Staff Director:

Kandace M, Hill
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Florida House of Representatives - 1983

By Corrm1ttee on Health & Rehabilitative Serv1ees

A bill to be entitled
An act relating to aging and adult services;

'

amending s. 410.035, Florida Statutes, relating
to subsidy payments; providing for development

of a schedule of subsidy payments by October 1,
19B3; deleting minimum and maximum limits

thereon; providing an effective date.
Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
Section 1.

Section 410.035, Florida Statutes, is

amended to read:
410.035
(1)

Subsidy payments.--

The department shall develop by October 1, 1983,

eetaB¼�sh-By-PY¼e-hy-.ianYary-�T-¼i�8T a schedule of subsidy
payments to be made to persons providing home care for certain
eligible elderly persons.

Payaenta-ahai¼-Be-ne-¼eaa-than-�8

�Eea�eE-ehaR-4i-pereest-e�-sai�-UleYRt�

Payments shall be

based on the financial status of the person receiving care.
Payments shall include, but not be limited to:
{a)

A support and maintenance element, to include

{b)

Payments for medical, pharmaceutical, and dental

costs of housing, food, clothing, and incidentals.
2l

26

services essential to maintain the health of the elderly

28

insurance.

27
29

30
31

person and not covered by Medicare, Medicaid, or any form of
(c)

When necessary, special supplements to provide for

any service and specialized care required to maintain the
health and well-being of the elderly person.
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(2)

4

The department shall develop a plan for the

implementation of the schedule of a-pre�rMt-eE-ttft•E&PM subsidy

1.25

payaents to persons providing home care for the elderly.
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Section 2.

This act shall take effect July 1, 1983.
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HOOSE SUMMARY

With respect to provisions of law authorizing the
Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services to make
subsidy payments to certain persons providing home care
for the elderly, removes language establishing minimum
and maximum limits thereon and provides for development
of a subsidy schedule by October 1, 1983.
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Local
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Private Sector

None

OTBBR COMMl'l'tBB OP REFERENCE1
Kone

aou•• HRS co-ltt••

Relating to Aglag • Adult
service■

SIMILA.ll/CONPJUIION 8ILL1
Rone
April 22, 1983

With the re1110val of the language tying the BCB ■ut>a;idy to the
prev11Uing nurslnq hotut u1t•, provider• of ho.. care ■ervlcea could
tecelve o different eubaidy than they are now receiving.
Whether
their subsidy increase■ or decreaaea would depend on the £und■
appropri�ted by the LegJ■lature and tbe achedule developed by the
deparlment,
llI.

S.ctlone 410.0ll thro�b 410.016, r.s., provide the statutory
autborlty for the ao.. Care for tbe llderly (&CB) progra■ which,
according to legleletlve intent, la designed to •encourage the
rovlalon of car• for the elderly in fa•lly-type living arrangements
n private hoae■ a■ an alternative to lnatitutlonal or nursing ho�e
car• for ■uch persons•. All hoM car• teclplenta at leaat 11eet the
Medicaid requlteMnt■ lot the lowaat level of nureing ho■• care and,
according to a 1982 1tudy, th• avetag• RCB recipient la an 83 year old
widowed fe■ale who baa b41en living with a eon or daughter for 10 years
or longer and i■ ■everely or totally i■paired.

f

Section 410.035, r.s., apeaiflea that aubaldiea paid to
provider■ of bo■e care are to be e■tabli■hed in rule and ace to be no
lea■ than 10 percent nor aor• than 45 percent of the prevailing rate
paid by the Dapart■ent of Health and Rehabilitative service■ (HRS) for
the lowest level of nur■lng ho• care. Thi■ aectton also specifies
that payaenta are to be baaed on the financial ■tatua of the person
receiving care. In ri■aal tear 1982-13, witb an appropriation of
f3.14 ■lllion. 2,852 recipient■ racalv•d care under thta pcogca■ which
i• an a■tlutad 3.44 pa,rc■nt of the tar1et population. According to
th• dapartMnt•• ■tati■tlc■, th• average BCB recipient co•t in 1982
wa■ f134.70 per ■c,ntb co■pared to the prevailing rate patd br HRS toe
th• lowest 1•••1 of nur■lng bo• care of $153.

The April 1, 1913. lapla..ntatlon of th• �itle XIX nursing
ho■- rel•bur■•■-nt plan (Galneavlll• Plan) ■aka■ ob110lete the
r•f•r•nc• ln •• 410.035, r.s., to the prevailing rate paid by the
departMnt foe th• loweat leval of care. The dapact•nt now pays a
alngle rat• ragardle■■ of a ra■id■nt'• level of care. Continuing to
ti• tbe RC& ral■bur■■Mnt rate to the nuralng ho.. relm>Ur•e�ent rate
could ceault in a cut in the nu■ber of BCE recipient■ receiving a
aubaldr• unlea■ that progra■ receives an increased appcoprlatlon
aqulva ant to that r•c•lvad foe nur■lng ho• ralllbucaeaent under the
Gaine■vllla Plan. The requlre■ent that the departHnt eatablish !ts
BCB aubaldy schedule by rule ha■ ude it ad■inlatratively difficult to
IIOdify the acbedule.
a.

Pro�bla lffect of Propoaed Changes

The ptopoaed legislation deletes the requice■ent that the
aubaldy ■chedule be e■tabll■had in rule, direct■ the departaent to
develop a subsidy ecbedule
October l, 1983, and delete■ the
r■quire■ent that pa�nta fa 1 between 10 percent and 45 pttccent of
the prevailing rate paid by the depart.. nt for th• lowest level of
nursing hoN care. Th• acbedul• de1Aloped by the department wo�Ld
need to bli baaed on th• legialatlve appropriation toe RC£ 4nd the
nullber and financial status of cllent■ to receive ■ubaldiea.

br

II.
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COtDIITTU 011 BBALTB 6 llBHABlLITATIVB SERVICES

state/Local/Private Bectot Pi•�•l I111pact
A.

None

state

Comment•

None
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amending s. 410.11, Florida Statutes; providing
that abuse, neglect, exploitation, or
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An act relating to abuse of the elderly;

maltreatment of certain elderly persons,
without resultin g inJury to such person being
proven, 1s a misdemeanor of the first degree;
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Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
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Section 1.

Section 410.11, Florida Statutes, 1s

amended to read:

15

410.11

16

(1)

Penalties.--

Any person who knowingly or willfully abuses,

17

neglects, exploits, or maltreats an individual suffering from

18

the infirmities of aging and, 1n so doing, causes great bodily

u� 19

e

date.
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�
11
0 a
�
o e

providing penalties; providing an effective

harm, permanent disfigurement, or permanent disability to such

20

person is guilty of a felony of the third degree, punishable

21

as provided 1n s. 775.0B2, s. 775.083, or s. 775.084 .

22

(2)

Any person who knowingly or willfully abuses,

23

neglects, exploits, or maltreats an 1nd1vidual suffering from

�

e�eR-�eEseft 1s guilty of a misdemeanor of the first degree,

27

punishable as provided 1n s. 775.082, s. 775.083, or s.

28

775.084.

•

�C">

�

C

�

29

Section 2.

This act shall take effect October 1, 1983.

************************************** ***
SENATE SUM.MARY

Removes the requirement that abuse, neglect,
exploitation, or maltreatment of persons suffering from
the infirmities of age cause minor 1nJury, t emporary
disfigurement, or temporary disability 1n order to
constitute a misdemeanor of the first degree.
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HB 790 by Rep. Casas
relating to abuse
of the elderly

DATE:

April 29, 1983

REVISED:
OTHER COMMITTEES OF REFERENCE:
None

REVISED:
SENATE BILL:

I.

SB 124

SUMMARY
A.

PRESENT SITUATION:

Section 410.ll currently classifies the abuse, neglect,
exploitation, or maltreatment of certain elderly persons in which
minor injury, temporary disfigurement, or temporary disability is
the result, as a misdemeanor of the first degree.
B.

EFFECT OF PROPOSED CHANGES:

This bill removes the requirement that certain injury must
result from the abuse, neglect, exploitation, or maltreatment of
persons suffering from the infirmaties of aging.
II.

FISCAL IMPACT

The provision contained herein may result in a negative
impact to local law enforcement agencies due to a possible
increase in prosecutions pursuan� to subsection (2). There may
also be an increase in the number of persons sentenced to county
jails through deletion of the requirement that inJury was
incurred in certain actions against elderly persons. Fines
collected may offset or reduce any incarceration costs.
III.

COMMENTS

Removal of the requirement that inJury is incurred as a
result of certain actions against elderly persons may be subject
to a constitutional challenge on the grounds that the prohibited
acts are not specifically defined by law. It may also be unclear

Thomas R 11:dc:asde, Staff Director

310 House Office Bwklln&, �. Florida

J2JOI (904) 411-9615

STAFF SUMMARY/ANALYSIS - HB 790
Apr1l 29, 1983

Page 2

as to the existance of a relationship between persons effected by
subsection { 2) .
IV.

AMENDMENTS

Prepared by:

vtUa
,cl �t/c,-;;,tt; J/u__c/ _
Marie Mattox-Shelfer ,

Staff Director:

�JJ!<Jc1L�c_

Copy to Sponsor:

Thomas R. Tedcastle

April 29, 1983

Florida Senate - 1983

SB
124

By Senator Dunn
10-234-83
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An act relating to abuse of the elderly,

3

amending s. 410 11, Florida Statutes, providing

4

that abuse, neglect, explc1tat1on, or

5

maltreatment �f certain elderly persons,

6

without resulting 1nJury to such person being
proven, 13 a misdemeanor of the first degree,

8

providing penalties; providing an effective
date
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Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida-
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amended to read�
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410 11
(l)

Section 410 11, Florida Statutes, is

Penalt1es.--

Any person who knowingly or willfully abuses,

neglects, exploits, or maltreats an 1nd1v1dual suffering from
the infirmities of aging and, 1n so doing, causes great bodily

19

harm, permanent d1sf1gure�ent, or permanent disability to such

20

person is guilty of a felony of 'the third degree, punishable

21

as provided 1n s. 775.082, s
(2)

22
23

775,083, or s. 775.084

Ahy person who knowingly or w1llfully abuses,

neglects, explo1ts, or maltreats an 1nd1v1dual suffering from

24

25
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e�e� _pe��ea 1s guilty of a misdemeanor of the first degree,

27

punishable as provided in s

28

77S.084
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secticn 2

775 082, s. 775 083, or s,

This act shall take effect October 1, 1983.
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10-234-83
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SENATE SUMMARY
Re�oves the requirement that abuse, neglect,
exploitation, or maltreat�ent of persons suffering from
the inf1rm1ties of age cause minor 1nJury, temporary
d1sf1;urement, or te�porary d1sab1l1ty 1n order to
constitute a misdemeanor of the first degree
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